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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of effective school personnel in bilingual education

has been a major concern of educators at the local, state, and national

levels, and lack of trained staff has been cited as an important factor

influencing the implementation of bilingual education programs (Rand

Corporation Study, 1977). An examination of the literature on current

practices in staff development for bilingual education reveals that while

the need foe more and better-trained staff is clearly indicated, an approach

for identifying and providing for the specific needs of individual staff

members and/or groups of project personnel has not been forthcoming, nor

has a process been developed that would generate the information needed to

determine the quality of the program and the extent of use bilingual educa-

tion has reached in particular school districts. Thus, although bilingual

education programs have bee" in operation for a decade, little is known

about the degree of utilization by teachers or the concerns or questions

teachers may have with regard to implementation. To fill the void, the

Division of Bilingual and International Education of the Southwest Educa-

tional Development Laboratory, under contract with the National Institute

of Education, conducted a study with the following objectives relating to

the implementation of bilingual education programs in the state of Texas:

(1) Develop a procedure for, identifying types (configurations)

of, bilingual education programs being implemented in the field;

(2) 'Determine teacher concerns about the implementation 6f selected

programs;

Determine the levels of use of such programs; and

Draw conclusions based on the findings of levels of use and

implementation concerns which will aid in staff development for
bilingual education programs.



Concern for a more effective staff development program for bilingual

education in the state of Texas was brought into focus in the spring of

1977 when the Texas Education Agency contracted with SEDL to investigate

current practices in staff development for bilingual education and to make

recommendations for a plan of action that would result in.a more effective

staff development program for existing bilingual education programs in

Texas. At the time it began work on the Survey of Bilingual Education Staff

Development in Texas (SEDL, 1977), the staff of the Division of Bilingual

and International Education of SEDL embarked on an intensive program of study

of current trends in staff development across the nation, paying particular

attention to the implication of these trends for the training of teachers

to work in a bilingual setting. A thorough review Of the literature was

undertaken in four related areas: staff development, change and innovation,

models of bilingual education, and implementation and effects of bilingual

education. Several. conclusions were drawn from the literature review, an

important one being that a concise and integrated definition of the models

of bilingual education, both theoretical and extant, is needed in order to

determine the parameters of the educational innovation in the process of

implementation in the public schools under the rubric of bilingual education.

Secondly, a'.review of the literature pertaining to the implementation and

effects of bilingual education reveals that the bulk of the studies are

investigations of the impact of bilingual education on children and summative

evaluations of projects that have largely ignored the "degree of implementa-

tion" variable. It is clear that the effects, and potential effects, of

bilingual education cannot be evaluated adequately until some reliable

process is found to determine the level of use that bilingual education

has reached in the innovation-adoption process within the classroom, the
. "
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school, and the district.

After completing a thorough analysis of the context of staff development,

the staff decided to look at bilingual education as an innovation in the

process of change and to view staff development as an integral component

of that innovation. Having been instituted voluntarily on a rather large

scale a decade ago, and more recently legally mandated by several states, a

number of discrepancies between the current state of implementation of

bilingual education and its optimal use still exist. It is apparent that

"change" or innovation adoption is not accomplished merely because a decision

maker has decreed it. The literature on change and innovation suggests that

educational change should be viewed as a developmental proct3s in which the

user or group of users progress through stages from nonuse to high levels

of use. As all, or most, of the individuals demonstrate a high level of

use, the innovation may reach optimal institutionalization.

Recent work by Gene Hall and his associates at The University of Texas

Research and Development Center for Teacher Education has resulted i. the

development of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM), designed to

conceptualize and facilitate educational change. The model was constructed

specifically (1) for the purpose of assisting those in the process of

innovation adoption, and (2) to provide a framework within which empirical

investigation of the adoption Process could be conducted. The CBAM was

designed to define the degree of involvement with and quality of use of the

innovation by all members within a project staff and to provide the

adoption agent (the school or district) with diagnostic information on which,

to build prescriptive interventions for each user in the system. Prior to

the present study, the CBAM had been used to investigate a nuliber of educa-

tional innovations but not bilingual education. A primary goal of our study,



therefore, was to determine the potential applicability of CBAM to bilingual

education in the hopes of developing a process that school districts could

utilize to improve the effectiveness and productivity of their bilingual

education programs.



II. METHOD

Instrumentation

In determining whether or not it was appropriate to apply the instruments

and procedures of CBAM to bilingual education, two preliminary questions

were addressed:

(1) Is it reasonable to view bilingual education as an innovation;

and

(2) If so, are there any attributes or characteristics of bilingual
education which distinguish it from other innovations?

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) define the term innovation as an idea,

practice, or object perceived as new by an individual. Since bilingual

education was instituted voluntarily on a rather large scale only a decade

ago and even more recently legally mandated by several, states, it certainly

seems. reasonable to view bilingual education as an innovation in the public

school systems of the United States. Of greater importance are the dis-

tinguishing characteristics of bilingual education. The following list of

innovation dimensions and attributeS was developed at a working session at

the Conference on Research on Dissemination and Utilization held at The

University of Texas at Austin on October 6, 1978:

Mandated versus voluntary

relative deepness for user (demand on time, etc.)

implementation costs--high vs. low (energy costs also)

scope of implementation: no. of participants, grade levels,

subjects, etc.

single instructional subject or objectives versus multiple

intact innovation versus a bundle or a composite

whether target focus of implementation is predominately-instruc-

tion, organization, support, or environment

materials-supported versus not

proximity to classroom (classroom, building, district, state,
federal levels)

5



externally or internally produced

prespecified or considerable latitude or development

replicability and exportability

degree of specific focus on pupil effects

produce change within organization or do you change organization

itself

stability (evolving versus fixed) over time

There are four distinguishing characteristics of bilingual education

that are especially important:

1. it is primarily a legally-mandated as opposed to voluntarily

implemented innovation;

2. it comprises several quasi-independent innovations which collect-

tively are referred to as an "innovation bundle";

3. it is an innovation which is very wide in scope, involving a

number of participants, grade levels, subjects, etc.; and

4. it is an innovation which itself is undergoing change, i.e., it

is evolving over time as opposed to being fixed.

The CBAM has been used to investigate a number of educational innovations

such as team teaching, modules in teacher education, elementary science

curriculum, and Individually Guided Education (Hall & Loucks, 1977), all of

which differ from the innovation of bilingual education in one or more of

the above attributes. However, as will be discussed below, it is possible

to modify and supplement certain of the model's instruments and procedures

in order that it can be applied to the unique requirements of bilingual

education.

The CBAM postulates two dimensions along which individuals grow as

their familiarity with and use of an innovation increases; Stages of Concern

About the Innovation (SoC) and Levels of Use of the Innovation (LoU). Two

instruments were developed to assess where an individual stands in relation

the adoption of an innovation: the SoC Questionnaire and the LoU

Interview. The SoC Questionnaire measures the individual's level of concern



about the innovation, while the Loll Interview focuses on the behavioral

aspects of the individual's involvement with a change. Both instruments

are based on the CBAM, which assumes (1) that the process of change involved

in the adoption of innovations by individuals within formal organizations is

a highly personal and lengthy one which affects individuals differently; and

(2) that the only way to know for certain whether and how an innovation is

being used is to assess each individual's concern for and use of the innova-

tion directly.

Stages of Concern Questionnaire

A logical consequence of the CBAM is that an individual's concern with

an innovation will differ in type according to her/his closeness to and

involvement with the innovation. Hall, George, and Rutherford (1977)

identified seven stages of concern about the innovation (see Attachment I)

and further demonstfited that one's movement through these stages is a

developmental process in which earlier concerns must first be resolved

(lowered in intensity) before later concerns emerge (increase in intensity).

To provide a measure of Stages of Concern, Hall and his colleagues developed

a 35-item Stages of Concern Questionnaire which was validated over a three-

year,period. The SoC Questionnaire was used in cross-sectional and'longitu-

dinal studies of 11 different educational innovations and was tested for

estimates of reliability, internal consistency, and validity. Based on the

extensive and highly detailed psychometric data obtained from these study,

Hall, et al., concluded that the SoC Questionnaire accurately measures

Stages of Concern about the Innovation.

The SoC Questionnaire consists of three components: (1) an introduc-

tory page, (2) 35 test items, and (3) a demographic page (see Attachment II).

The SoC Questionnaire remains the same for different administrations, only



the name of the innovation is changed on the introductory page. The phrase

"bilingual education" was, therefore, inserted at the appropriate point on

the introductory page. The purpose of the introductory page is threefold:

(1) to present the purpose of the instrument; (2) to explain and show

through examples how to complete the instrument; and (3) to indicate which

"innovation" the individual is to consider when responding. The next two

pages of the questionnaire contain the 35 items to which the individual

responds. The respondent marks each item on a 0-to-7 Likert scale accord-

ing to the degree to which it is true that the item describes a concern

felt by the individual at the present time. The third part of the question-

naire is the demographic page, which the staff developed to determine

possible relationships between various demographic variables and the type

of program being implemented, its degree of implementation, and the level

of concerns of those involved. The information obtained on each teacher

includes grade level taught, number.of years at present school, number of

years involved in bilingual education, proficiency in Spanish, Texas Educa-

tion Agency certification status, specialized training in bilingual

education, and highest degree earned. The questionnaire can be issued by

mail or in person and can be administered to a group or to an individual;

it takes approximately "10 tu 15 minutes to complete.

Levels of Use Interview

The CBAM postulates eight levels of use that individuals demonstrate

as they move from nonuse to highly sophisticated use of an innovation (see

Attachment III). To measure Levels of Use, the CBAM project staff developed

a focused interview that involves a branching format with specific questions

and follow-up probes (Loucks, Newlove, & Hall, 1975; see Attachment IV).

Data from change research and evaluation studies indicate that the eight

8



different LoU's can be reliably measured using the "focused interview"

technique (Hall & Loucks, 1977). Furthermore, the results of a study

conducted by Hall and Loucks using an ethnographic methodology attest to the

validity of the LoU Interview procedure.

The list of questions that should be included in the interview are

presented in Attachment V. The interview can be conducted by telephone or

in person and follows a conversational format. Its length varies according

to the talkativeness of the user and the degree of her/his involvement with

the innovation, but typically it takes approximately 20 minutes. The inter-

view is conducted by a trained interviewer who is thoroughly familiar with

the innovation that is the focus of the interview. The interviewer is

trained to probe for information related to (1) the overall level of use;

(2) the decision points which separate each level; and (3) categorical

information that represents additional data points within a level. The

interview is tape-recorded and later evaluated by trained raters.

Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire

An important characteristic of the LoU Interview is that it is not

specific to any one innovation, since fundamentally different types of

questions are not required for different innovations. However, to adapt

the LoU Interview to the complex innovation of bilingual

first necessary to specify the frame of reference of the

process which involved three interrelated steps:

(1)

education, it was

innovation,

Develop a basic definition of bilingual education based on

existing theoretical considerations;

(2) Develop a procedure for identifying the different patterns of

use ("configurations") of bilingual education; and

a

(3) Develop guidelines and/or distinguishing characteristics for

what constitutes use of bilingual education.



Such information is required to enable the interviewer to obtain the

information necessary to make a "use/nonuse" judgment at the first decision

point in the branching LoU Interview.

The focus of much of our early work was the development of a procedure

for determining the configurations of bilingual education being implemented

in the SEDL service area. For many innovations it is possible to identify

key characteristics or components for which variations in the innovation

can be observed. Specific innovation configurations are operationally

defined in terms of variation in the selection and use of innovation com-

ponents. Hall and Loucks (1978) describe a procedure for identifying

configurations which involves determining the components and component

variations that describe the innovation in use. The more components and

the more variations within components, the greater the number of configura-

tions for a given innovation. For innovations having a large number of

components, such as bilingual education, it is necessary to select the "key"

components of the innovation in order to reduce the number of possible

configurations to a manageable set of dominant patterns.

In their paper Hall and Loucks also discuss the notion of a "configu-

ration continuum," which is illustrated below (p. 12):

Area of
Drastic
Mutation

Developer's
Model(s)

Y
Not the
innovation

10

The innovation



At the far right of the continuum lies the developer's model. As additional

variation in the original model is introduced, the resulting configurations

approach the Area of Drastic Mutation, the zone beyond which modified forms

of the original innovation are no longer accepted as the innovation.

Applying the concepts of innovation component and configuration

continuum to the innovation of bilingiel 'ducation, we have developed a

continuum of 14 possible dual-language i.779gram structures, each being

defined in terms of variation on three major components:*

1. Percent of instruction time of language arts which is devoted to
Spanish language arts (i.e., reading and writing in Spanish and

Spanish oral language development).

2. Percent of instruction time of content areas other than language
arts which is taught in Spanish (i.e., mathematics, science,

social studies, music, etc.).

3. Grade levels at which such instruction is provided.

In sum, the three most important distinguishing instructional variables seem

to be amount of instruction of the language, amount of instruction in the

language, and the grade levels at which such information is included.

The type of possible dual-language program structures range from those

in which very little Spanish is included in the curriculum to those in

which both English and Spanish are used as the medium of instruction in all

curricular domains. As shown below the continuum of program structures may

be divided into three groups: (1) programs which do not satisfy minimum

requirements to be classified as bilingual programs, (2) transitional pro-

grams, and (3) maintenance programs.

Non-Bilingual
Programs

Transitional
Programs

Maintenance
Programs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

*Dr. Ernesto Zamora of the Texas Education Agency worked closely with

the staff in developing the continuum and is largely responsible for pro

viding definitions of the 14 program structures.



The division between non-bilingual programs (1 -4) and the remaining two

groups of programs (5-14) provides the basis for a definition that may be

used in making the "use/nonuse" decision described earlier. It is also

the analog to the Point of Drastic Mutation of configuration continuums.

Transitional programs are those in which Spanish is utilized as an

instructional vehicle solely to facilitate the acquisition of English .

language skills. Instruction in Spanish is provided in decreasinn amounts

as instruction in English is increased up the grade levels until all of the

curriculum is taught in English. In essence, the ultimate aim is to exit

the child from this dual-language curriculum to a single-language curriculum

(i.e., the regular English-only program). Maintenance programs also utilize

both languages as vehicles for teaching and learning, but unlike traditional

programs, after instruction in Spanish is gradually decreased and English

increased, instruction continues on a 50/50 basis- a predetermined point

as the student moves up the grade levels. By maintaining and developing

both languages throughout the educational program, the ultimate aim is for

the student to become bilingual-bicultural with a capability to think and

function in either, language. The definitions of the 14 program structures

are presented below:

Non-Bilingual Programs

1 - Regular All-English Program (RAEP).

2 - RAEP plus English-As-A-Second Language Program

3 - RAEP plus foreign language (e.g., Spanish) in elementary

school

4 - RAEP plus non-English language (N-EL) used for giving

instruction and clarification only



Transitional Proarams

- Programs of this type develop understanding and speaking
skills in both English and Spanish; reading and writing
skills, however, are developed in English only The academic

subjects (e.g., math, science, social studies) are generally
taught via the English language.

- Programs of this type, provide the regular English curriculum
with a Spanish arts component (e.g., understanding, speaking,

reading, and writing). No subject area instruction is pro-

vided in Spanish.

- Programs of this type provide the regular English curriculum
with selected (a portion of) subject areas taught via Spanish.

No Spanish arts instruction is provided.

8 - Programs of this type develop understanding, speaking, read-

ing, and writing skills in both English' and Spanish concur-

rently but in unequal amounts (time and treatment). English

is used as the basic language of instruction, with the

development of reading and writing skills in Spanish in

cultural topics via social studies, literature, and art;

while other subjects (e.g., math and science) are taught

primarily in English.

9 - Programs of this type develop understanding, speaking,

reading, and writing skills in both English and Spanish

concurrently but in unequal amounts (time and treatment) and

use Spanish as the medium of instruction in some curricular
domains (e.g., social studies, music, art) and some in

English.

10 - Programs of this type develop understanding, speaking,

reading, and writing in both English and Spanish concurrently

but in equal amounts (time and treatment) and use both

languages as media for instruction in all curricular domains

(e.g., math, science, social studies).

Maintenance Programs

11-14 - Maintenance programs develop understanding, speaking, reading,

and writing skills in both English and Spanish concurrently

and first in unequal, then equal amounts. Specifically,

instruction in Spanish is gradually decreased as the English

language is increased. At a predetermined point instruction
continues on a 50/50 basis as the child moves up the grade

levels. Both languages are used as media for instruction in

a portion of or all of the curricular domains (i.e., math,

science, social studies).

11 - At the secondary level, the regular English curriculum is

offered, in addition to a Spanish language arts component

(e.g., the "Spanish S" program or Spanish for Spanish
speakers; Spanish-as-a-second language for non-native

speakers of Spanish



12 - At the secondary level, the regular :nglish curriculum is
offered, with some subject areas taught in Spanish (e.g.,
social studies), but in unequal amounts.

13 - At the secondary level, the regular English curriculum is
offered, with some subject areas taught in Spanish and some
Spanish language arts instruction provided, but in unequal

amounts.

14 - At the secondary level, the skills of understanding, speaking,
re ding, and writing are developed in both English and Spanish

and both languages are used as media of instruction in a]]

curricular domains. Both languages are used in equal (50/50)

amounts.

It is possible to represent graphically the differences between the

various program structures by plotting variations on the three major

components described earlier. Consider the definitions for program struc-

tures 9 and 11, the former being a transitional program and the latter a

maintenance program. Assuming a sixth grade transition point for both

types of programs, the following sets of graphs depict prototypical

curriculum patterns for the two types of program structures. Similar sets

of graphs for the transitional and maintenance programs are included in

Attachment VI.
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Once a set of variables or components was derived which differentiate

between program'types, the next step was to develop a process to gather

data on configurations of bilingual education programs in the field. Ideally,

the determination of program type would be based on extensive classroom

observations and/or teacher interviews. In most cases, however, such an

approach would greatly exceed the resources of the school district. The

staff therefore decided to develop a questionnaire that would solicit the

following kinds of information from each teacher involved in a bilingual

education program:

(1) What subject areas and/or instructional activities are provided

to the teacher's homeroom students throughout the day (concurrent

activities are listed separately)?

(2) For how long is the instruction provided and what is the

anticipated duration of the activities (e.g., two weeks, one day

each week, all year long, etc.)?

(3) What are the language classifications of the student or group of

students within each instructional activity (balanced bilingual,

monolingual English, monolingual Spanish, Spanish' dominant, etc.)?

(4) Who is the primary instructor of the activity (teacher, teacher

aide, resource teacher)?

(5) In what language is the activity conducted (including both

language of instruction and language of materials)?

It was felt that a questionnaire requiring such information on each student

in the classroom would be asking too much of the teacher's time. The staff,

therefore, developed, pilot-tested, and refined the Bilingual Classroom

Questionnaire (see Attachment VII) which essentially .amounts to asking the

teacher for her/his current and projected daily schedule of classroom

activities. For each activity indicated, the teacher was asked to simply

check off the language categories of the students within each instructional

activity, the primary instructor, the language of instruction, and the

language of materials.



Originally it was hoped that a few questions at the beginning of the

LoU Interview would be sufficient to determine the type of program being

implemented, but with an innovation as complex as bilingual education, such

a procedure is not possible. We, therefore, decided to ask the teachers

involved in the study to first complete the Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire.

The data from the questionnaire would then be analyzed, and if further

information was needed, additional questions would be presented at the

beginning of the LoU Interview, which would be conducted on a separate

occasion.

It was anticipated that the CBAM instruments and the Bilingual Classroom

Questionnaire would provide the basis for locating a given bilingual program

(collapsing across classrooms at the school and/or district level) along

two conceptually independent dimensions, the program diMension and the

Levels of Use, Stages of Concerns dimension, as shown below (since Levels of

Use and Stages of Concern are aspects of the same developmental process,

congruency in the relationship between the two over a period of time can be

noted if the adoption is progressing satisfactorily):

7

Level of 6

Use, Stage 5

of Concern 4
3
2

1

0
non-

bilingual transitional maintenance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Continuum of Dual-Language Program Structures



Sites

-Since a primary goal of our project was to develop a process that

school districts could use to improve the effectiveness and productivity of

their bilingual education programs, the staff felt it desirable to test the

instruments and procedures in as wide a variety of circumstances as possible

to insure broad applicability of our products and findings. We originally

identified four operationally defined dichotomous variables that should be

considered in site selection. These were:

(1) Concentrations of Spanish surnames (high, low)

(2) Type of program (transitional, maintenance)

(3) Geographical setting (urban, rural)

(4) Length of time program has been in effect (old, new)

The four variables can be combined in 16 different ways (24= 16), but it

was discovered that three of the variables--type of program, concentration

of Spanish surnames, and length of time program has been in effect are highly

correlated, reducing the number of combinations to four. We, therefore,

planned to conduct our study in four school districts, two of which were

implementing maintenance programs and the other two transitional programs,

with one_of the maintenance programs being located in a rural setting and

the other in an urban setting, and likewise for the two transitional pro-

grams. Accordingly, sites in the following towns and cities were secured:

(1) El Paso, Texas - urban, maintenance

(2) Fort Worth, Texas - urban, transitional

(3) Canutillo, Texas - rural, maintenance

(4) Bishop, Texas - rural, transitional

The instruments and procedures were tested during the 1978-1979 school

year, with the SoC Questionnaire being administered first, the Bilingual

Classroom Questionnaire second, and the LoU Interviews conducted last. The
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testing schedules for the four school districts were staggered somewhat in

order that necessary modifications and refinement in the instruments and

procedures could be completed prior to further testing in subsequent dis-

tricts.



III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SoC Questionnaire

The SoC Questionnaire was group administered to 100 elementary school

teachers in Site One 110 teachers in Site Two, 22 in Site Three, and 11 in

Site Four.: In all but one site, the number represents all the teachers in the

bilingual program. The data from the SoC Questionnaire were analyzed to

determine indiVidual and collectiVe concerns that teachers have about the

jmplementation of bilingual education programs in their district.

The data were scored using the guidelines included in the SoC Question-

naire Manual (Hall, George, & Rutherford, 1977). Each of the seven Stages.

of Concern:is allotted five statements on the questionnaire (see Attachment

VIII). The raw score fOr each stage is obtained by adding the responses to

those five statements. These scores are .then converted into percentile

scores by'using the Stages of ConcernJtaw Score-Percentile ConVersion Chart,

based on normative data collected by Hall, George, and. Rutherford (see

,Attachment.IX). Hall, et.al., describe a variety of data analysis proceduret,

but the most sensitive interpretation of concerns data is Profile Interpreta--

tion. By plotting individual or group mean percentile scores for each stage

on a grA0h, it is possible to determine, where the group or individual falls

with respect to the hypothesized growth sequence of:concerns (see Attachment

X)

To facilitate the processing of the data a computer program developed

by CBAM project personnel to score the SoCQ was implemented on the SEDL

computer. The processing capabilities of the program enabled the staff to

generate the following analyses for each site

Overall group profile for participating teachers;



(2) Group profiles by grade level;

(3) Group profiles by amount of experience in bilingual education;

(4) Group profiles by amount of experience within grade level (when

n was of sufficient size);

(5) Raw group data by grade, experience, and experience with grade

level;

(6) Raw data for individual teachers.

The overall group profiles for the four sites are presented in Attach-

ment XI. An examination of the graph indicates that the teachers from the

urban sites have particularly intense Stage 1 and Stage 2 concerns, which

are frequently observed as occurring together. A high score on Stage 1

indicates that teachers want more information about bilingual education,

while a high Stage 2 score indicates that teachers have intense personal

concerns about bilingual education and its consequences for them. While

these concerns reflect uneasiness regarding the program of bilingual educa-

tion, they do not, necessarily indicate resistance. The teachers of the

rural sites generally exhibited lower concerns, with the exception of high

Consequence and-Collaboration concerns (Stages '4 and 5) being exhibited by

the teachers of one of the rural sites. This would be indicative of an

advanced stage of implementation adoption in that the teachers are more

concerned about the impact the innovation is having OR their students than

about the consequences it is having for themselves.

Two findings from our study resulted in modifications and additions

to the SoC Questionnaire:T One concerns some minor changes in the instru-

ment itself. The SoCQ was first administered to 100 teachers in Site One

The teachers indicated that -some of the words that.appeaed in the:tett::

'items- namely`, 'innovation,: '!"Method,!1:-,and approach -.- were.: too vague and

unclear and suggetted that theY be replaced with the phrase

After:ConsOlting:with'-members of the CBAM project staff`, it
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was agreed that "innovation" and similar words could be replaced with

"bilingual education" without adversely affecting the validity of the

questionnaire. The revised questionnaire was administered to 11 teachers

in Site Four. The favorable feedback received from the teachers suggests

that replacing the word "innovation" with "bilingual education" increases

the clarity of the test items.

A substantial number of teachers in the study also indicated confusion

over the wording of the following items:

I would like to know what resources are available if we decide

to adopt bilingual education.

I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, or replace

bilingual education.

I would like to know how bilingual education is better than what

we have now.

Much of the confusion appears to stem from the fact that bilingual education

is, for the most part, a legislatively mandated innovation. For this

reason it does not make much sense to talk in terms of what resources are

available "if we decide" to adopt bilingual education, or how one might

"replace". bilingual education, or how bilingual education is better than

"what we have now." Although the instructions to the questionnaire indicate

that the respondent should circle "0" for items which seem irrelevant, it

was felt that leaving the items in their present form might result in a

loss of valuable information and adversely affect the psychometric qualities

of the instrument. The following minor changes in wording are therefore

suggested:

I would like to know what resources are available for bilingual

education.

I would like to determine how to supplement, ehnance, or modify

bilingual education.

I would like to know how bilingual education is better than what

we had in the past. v



An analysis of the data obtained with the SoCQ resulted in an important

addition to the instrument. Although for each site the group profiles for

the different grade levels tend to be very similar and reflect the overall

pattern, the group profiles for varying amounts of experience reflect a

different pattern. The data indicate that the group profiles for the in-

experienced teachers of our larger sites closely approximates the prototypical

profile of new innovation users (which is illustrated in Attachment X), but

that the profiles of the more experienced groups tend to deviate from the

prototypical profiles of more experienced users. Specifically, the more

experienced. teachers exhibited higher level concerns (as expected), but also

continued to exhibit low level concerns (especially informational concerns).

The group profiles for varying amounts of experience in bilingual education

for the Site Two and Site One teachers are presented in Attachment XII.

It is likely that this pattern is due to the highly complex nature of

bilingual education, which consists of several individual innovations

(collectively referred to as an "innovation bundle") that cannot be

implemented all at once. (Examples include Spanish reading, English as a
.

second language, culture, Spanish mathematics, grouping by language classi

fication, etc.) Because bilingual education is such a wide ranging

innovation, many districts begin with low level transitional programs that

eventually evolve into more advanced programs as better trained staff, more

materials, etc., become available. In addition to being phased in gradually,

the innovation itself is undergoing change as a result of modification in

legal guidelines and the reporting of recent research on bilingual educa-

tion (much of which was initiated after bilingual education was legally

mandated). Since the innovation is continually undergoing change, it is

not surprising that more experienced users continue to exhibit high infor-

persOnalconcerns exhibited by experienced



teachers probably reflects another feature of bilingual education; namely,

that its implementation requires a highly coordinated effort across class-

rooms and grade levels, a responsibility that all too often rests in the

hands of a disinterested or untrained principal who opposes the implementa-

tion of bilingual education.

An item analysis of the data and discussion with teachers having

differing amounts of classroom experience suggest that even though more

experienced teachers continue to exhibit high informational concerns, the

type of information sought differs from that of the less experienced

teachers. More experienced teachers tend to seek information on the

implications of recent changes in the innovation, whereas the informational

needs of the less experienced teachers are more general in nature. In its

present form the SoC Questionnaire is not sensitive to the different infor-

mational needs of bilingual education teachers, nor can it capture the depth

and variety of such needs which stem from the complexity and scope of the

innovation. The Professional Development Questionnaire was. therefore,

developed as a supplement to the SoC Questionnaire to provide more detailed

data on the specific informational needs of bilingual teachers (see Attach-

ment XIII). The PDQ consists of 62 items which were drawn from published

competency lists based on the opinions of experts and on research studies

available in the literature on bilingual education and teacher effectiveness.

The PDQ was administered to the teachers of three sites. The analysis

of the PDQ data consisted of three activities:

(1) Compiling the highest priority items for each teacher; i.e.,

obtaining a listing of the items for which the greatest need

was indicated;

(2) Rank ordering of highest priority items for different groupings;

i.e., overall, by amount of experience, by grade level, and by

school; and



(3) Performing a cluster analysis of high priority items for each

group.

This procedure provided-for several options in the development of staff

development activities, since the data were organized and examined in a

variety of ways (see Attachment XIV for an example of data organized by

grade level). An improvement in the Pal would be to have the teacher

indicate at the end of the questionnaire the high priority items (say three

or four) on which she/he desires immediate help. There were numerous

instances in which teachers marked ten or more items for which help was

sought "to a great extent."

Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire

Our field work with the Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire indicates

that a moderate amount of "front end" work needs to accompany the adminis-

tration of the instrument to insure overall quality of the data. Specifical

teachers need to be encouraged to use generic descriptions of instructional

activities, rather than textbook titles, developer's or publisher's names,

etc. Also, since the language categories of the students within instruc-

tional groups play-a major role in determining the type of program being

implemented, care must be taken to insure that teachers understand the set

of language category definitions used in the questionnaire.

To handle the data from the BCQ two computer programs were written,

one for cleaning the data (the BCQERR) and the other for processing the

data themselves (the BCQTAB). An overview of the system for coding,

cleaning, scoring, and analyzing the data from the BCQ is presented below

(the coding instructions for the BCQ, the deck structures for the BCQERR

and BCQTAB programs, and the BCQERR and BCQTAB programs themselves are

presented in Attachments XV, XVI, XVII, and XVIII, respectively):

1Y,



STEP 1; FRONT END WORK

Provide rationale for completing instrument.
Carefully go over instructions with teachers.
Work through some examples. Answer questions.

STEP 2: ADMINISTER QUESTIONNAIRE

Have teachers bring classroom 'schedules
and complete: questionnaire in presence of
administrater, in case questions arise.

STEP 3: DATA CLEANN/ NG AND CODING

Check questionnaire over for common errors and

correct, if possible. 'Transfer information to

coding sheets according to procedures specified

in coding booklet.

STEP 4: KEY PUNCH DATA, RUN ERROR PROGRAM (BCQERR)

If output from error program indicates the
presence of errors in coded input, read diag-
nostic information and make necessary changes.

V
STEP 5: RUN MAIN PROGRAM (BCQTAB) ON CORRECTED INPUT

Program output includes (1) information. pertain-

ing to each type of instructional activity
occurring in classroom; (2) individual teacher
summaries for language arts, major content
areas, and minor content areas; and (3) summary
information collapsed across groups of teachers.

V
STEP 6: DATA ANALYSIS

The control cards for the Program provide for
various options, selected according to whether
the primary focus. or unit of analysis is the
classroom, school, or district. To determine
program type, plot values corresponding to key

distinguishing variables and compare resulting
pattern with prototypical patterns.



The Purpose of the BCQTAB program is to generate the necessary

descriptive information to determine the configurations of existing

bilingual education programs. As noted earlier, the key distinguishing

instructional variables of bilingual education programs seem to be:

(1) Percent of instruction time of language arts devoted to Spanish

language arts.

(2) Percent of instruction time of content areas other than language

arts which is taught in Spanish (this should be broken down into

minor and major content areas; see discussion below).

(3) Grade levels at which such instruction is provided.

In order to analyse the data from the BCQ in terms of these components,

certain assumptions and concepts are incorporated into the computer program

developed to process the data. Specifically, since language group autonomy

cannot be assumed (i.e., monolingual Spanish-speaking children, for example,

may appear in more than one instructional activity, but may or may not be

the same monolingual Spanish children), the program calculates the total

amount of time devoted to each type of instructional activity (some of

which may be concurrent activities). The percent of time in which one or

more children of a given

activity (e.g.

language type participates in, an instructional

reading) is then Calculated for each language group (this

is called the Participation percent"). For each language group, the total

amount of time in which one or more children of that language, groups

participates in language arts Activities is divided into two parts, the

proporticm devoted to Spanish language arts and the proportion devoted to

English lOguage,artsksfmilarproCedure is used with thejtiajbr and

minor content areas. This information is then collapsed across teachers at

each grade level to determine the type of program being implemented.

Provided that computer facilities are available a system like the one

described above is especially useful in large metropolitan school districts,



where the resources and staff of those involved in administering bilingual

education programs are typically quite limited.

The first page of the printed output provides the general definitions

and abbreviations used in the analysis of the BCQ data (see Attachment

XIX for examples of printed output). The next section contains informa-

tion on each teacher who completed the BCQ; specifically, information per-

taining to each type of instructional activity occurring in her/his

classroom and individual teacher summaries for the language arts, major

content areas, and minor content areas. For the kindergarten classroom

represented in Attachment XIX eight distinct types of instructional

activities are provided throughout the day. It should be noted that the

total time allotment indicated for an activity type may result from summing

the amounts of time associated with activities of the same type that take

place concurrently, as would probably be the case if the teacher had an

aide or resource teacher in the classroom. Therefore, it is possible for

the sum ofthe time allotments to exceed the instructional day. For each

type of instructional activity, the time and percent breakdowns are

provided for the primary instructor(s) of the activity, the language of

instruction, language of materials, and language classifications of the

children participating. For the example given, "other Spanish language

arts" refers to reading readiness activities, since this is a kindergarten

classroom. Following the information on each type of instructional activity

are individual teacher summaries for the language arts, major content areas,

minor content areas, and all content areas combined (see pages 3 and 4 of

the example output). The last section of the output contains summary

information collapsed across groups of teachers. In the example provided

in Attachment XIX the group (n.18) comprises a sample of first grade

bilingual education teachers at one of our urban sites.



The average participation percents for the language arts and content

areas at various grade levels for LESA children participating in the

bilingual programs of our two urban sites is presented below (the data

were generated by the BCQTAB program):

Urban Site #1

LANGUAGE ARTS

Spanish English

CONTENT AREAS

Spanish English

Grade n (%) (%) (%) (%)

K 7 34 66 54 46

1 10 33 67 48 52

2 11 22 78 39 60

3 6 16 84 20 80

4,5 5 7 92 10 89

Urban Site #2

LANGUAGE ARTS

Spanish English
(%) (%)

37 62

76 23

73 26

23 76

27 72

21 79

CONTENT AREAS

Spanish
(%)

As indicated earlier, these values may be plotted on a graph and compared

to the prototypical patterns associated with different program types.

Attachment XX presents plots for the LESA children of the second urban

site. The plot for the content areas is broken down into minor and major

content areas, an important distinction since one would want to know

whether instruction in Spanish is provided in math, science, and social

studies, and not just in. art,, music, and physical education. The LESA

children, comprise three language groups- -the bilinguals (BB), the Spanish



dominant (BS), and the monolingual Spanish (MS). Separate pairs of plots

for each of these:language groups can also be generated, asshown in

Attachment XX.

An overall transitional program is clearly indicated for the two

sites (one of which was originally thought to be a maintenance program),

but examination of the data on individual classrooms reveals considerable

variability (see scattergrams for second urban site in Attachment XXI).

For example, the instructional patterns of some classrooms were more con-

sistent with a "maintenance philosophy, whereas the patterns of others

essentially amounted to. ESL programs with no Spanish language arts or

content area instruction Spanish, in which case the 'needs of the LESA

children were not being met. One should, therefore, not rely solely on

fully examine each teachers

picture as possible.

the computer program, but should care--

individual output to'obtain as accurate a

LoU Questionnaire

Levels of Use (LoU) Interviews were conducted at three of the four

sites in the study. All of the elementary level bilingual education

teachers at Site Sour and Site Three were interviewed, as.well as a sample

of teachers from Site Two Since bilingual education consists of several

quasi-independent innovations (collectively referred to as an "innovation

bundle"), it was necessary to develop configuration questions and conduct

interviews for each innovation of interest.- For example, in a bilingual

education program that has four different innovations (e.g., English as a

Second Language, Spanish reading, Spanish mathematics, and Culture), one

must develop questions to arrive at the particular pattern of use associated



with each innovation. An important reason for developing configuration

questions is to enable the interviewer to obtain the information necessary

to make the "use/nonuse" decision in the branching-question format of the

LoU Interview. Since the same LoU questions are asked for each innovation,

it is necessary to cycle through the same set of questions several times.

The staff, therefore, streamlined the LoU questions as much as possible

(see Attachment XXII for the LoU Interview booklet developed specifically

for this study). Five members of the staff conducted the LoU Interviews,

which generally took 30 minutes to an hour to complete. Each member was

trained by CBAM project personnel and received certification upon comple-

tion of practice interviews and ratings (the latter was done to establish

interrater reliability).

A rating sheet .developed to help the LoU rater process information

gathered from a taped LoU Interview is presented in Attachment XXIII. The

purpose of the rating procedure is twofold: (1) to place the innovation

user at an LoU for each of the seven categories, which represent the key

functions in an innovation; and (2) to assign an overall LoU to the innova-

tion user. Concerning the former, it is important to measure LoU's for

each category independently, because people who exhibit different "profiles"

across the categories may have been assigned the same overall LoU. In such

cases, wholly different interventions may be required. For example, an

individual with a high level of knowledge about an innovation would not

require the same information as one with Level 0 knowledge, even though

their overall LoU's may be the same.

The distribution of Levels of Use across different innovations for two

of our sites are presented below (for the urban site only ESL and Spanish

Reading LoU s were determined
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Spanish.

Reading_

Rural Site

Spanish
Math

Levels
of
Use

Levels

of
Use

The data almost one-half of the teachers at the rural site were

at the Mechanical level of use (Level III) with respect to ESL. This reflects

the reality of the situation, as a new ESL program was being implemented

the year the interviews were conducted. For Spanish reading, over two-

thirds of the teachers were at the Routine Level or above, but the situation

was not as good for Spanish math and culture. This is not especially

surprising, since language arts are normally given greater emphasis in the

earlier stages of the implementation of bilingual education programs. For

the urban site the situation was reversed, in that the teachers we



interviewed seemed to be operating at higher levels of use with respect to

ESL as compared to Spanish.reading. It should be noted that in both sites

the students of some of the nonusers of ESL and/or Spanish reading were

taught by a team teacher or resource teacher, so the picture is not quite

as bad as it appears. Also, a substantial number of nonusers (about half)

were past users of the innovation in question.

For large groups of teachers, it is'simply impractical to interview

each teacher over several innovations. Two options are available: (1)

interviewing a representative sample of teachers from the school district

(a stratified sample would be best, taking into consideration such variables

as locale, school, grade level, etc.); or (2) administering a questionnaire

that taps the same information as the LoU Interview. Since a major part of

the study is to develop a diagnostic-prescriptive process for assessing the

staff development needs of each individual involved in the impementa-

tion of bilingual education programs, the latter approach seems preferable,

provided that an "LoU Questionnaire" with adequate psychometric qualities

can be developed. The staff developed two LoU questionnaires, one for

Spanish Reading and the other for English as a Second Language (see

Attachment XXIV. The questionnaires are based on concepts from the

Levels of Use chart but involve a different approach and format than that

used in the LoU Interview. A procedure for validating these instruments

was developed in cooperation with the CBAM project staff. The instruments

were pilot tested on a sample of eight teachers who were administered both

the LoU interview and the LoU Questionnaire (the LoU Interviews were admin-

istered first, about two weeks before the questionnaires). The data are

presented below:
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Spanish
Reading

LoU Questionnaire.

(levels
corresponding

to LoU categories
tapped

by items on questionnaire)

Status
Report-
ing

Plan-
ning

Assess-
ing

Sharing

Acqui r-

ing
Infor-
mation

Knowl-
edge

VI
IVA

IVB
0 VI IVA

0

0
-

0 - - - 0
-

IVA
IVB III IVB

VI
V

III IVB
0 0 IV VI

IVB
IVB III 0 V III

IVA
IVB IVB

VI III

IVB
IVA

V III
III

VI

ESL LoU Questionnaire

Status
Report-

ing

Plan-
ning

Assess-
ing

Sharing

Acqui r-

ing
Infor-
mation

Knowl-
edge

VI
VI. VI

VI
IVB

VI

III - - - 0
-

- 0 0
- - -

V IVA IVB
VI

VI
V

IVA.
V 0

0 IVA
V

IVB
IVB IVB

III IVB
IVA

IVA
IVB IVA

IVB
VI

0

III IVA VI
VI

VI IVB

Overall
LoU

as determined
by

LoU Interview

IVB

0

IVA

IVA

0

IVA

IVA (past user)

IVA

Overall
LoU

as determined
by

LoU Interview

I

IVA

III

IVB

0

IVB

IVB

0



An examination of the pilot test data reveals that the correspondence

between the questionnaires and interviews is rather poor. Much of the

difficulty probably stems from a general characteristic of self report data,

which is the tendency to make oneself appear in the best possible light. A

total of 17 Level VI's were indicated in the items of the questionnaires

corresponding to the various categories of the LoU chart, whereas only two

were obtained in the actual interviews. In view of these discouraging

findings the staff has decided to abandon the effort to develop an LoU

questionnaire.



IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The study explored one approach to designing diagnostic/prescriptive

staff development programs for bilingual education. In this approach

bilingual education is viewed as an innovation in the process of change,

and staff development is seen as an integral component of that innovation.

Our work with the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) indicates that,

with certain modifications and additions to its instruments and procedures,

the model can be applied to the unique requirements of bilingual education.

Figure 1 illustrates the manner in which the staff has conceptualized

the inservice education process. The focus of our effort has been on boxes

two and three--identifying teacher needs and developing an inservice plan

based on these needs. Four pieces of information seem to us to be crucial

in the development of a successful inservice program:

(1) What concerns do the teachers have about the implementation

of bilingual education?

(2) What are the needs of the teacher in terms of knowledge and

skills?

(3) What are the teachers doing in the classroom, i.e., what are

the instructional components of :the bilingual programs being

implemented?

(4) What levels of use have the programs in the process of

implementation reached?

The instruments developed or adapted to obtain the info.rmation sought by

each of these four questions are listed below:

(1) Stages of Concern Questionnaire

(2) Professional Development Questionnaire

(3) Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire

(4) Levels of Use Interview
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Based on the research conducted, the staff concludes that such a system of

instruments and procedures can provide the adoption agent (the school or

district) with diagnostic information on which to build prescriptive

interventions for each user in the system. It is expected that implementa-

tion of intervention strategies that are appropriate and timely and meet

the needs of the individual user at a particular stage in the adoption of

bilingual education programs will result in the reduction of the time needed

to complete the process of innovation adoption and, in certain cases, will

prevent the adoption process from being adopted.
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ATTACHMENT I

Seven Stages of Concern About The Innovation



ATTACHMENT I

Reproduced from: Hall, Gene E., George, A. A., and Rutherford, W. L.
Measuring Stages of Concern about the Innovation:
A Manual for Use of the SoC Questionnaire,1977.

Figure 1.2. Stages of Concern About the Innovation
2

AWARENESS: Little concern about or involvement with the innovation is

indicated.

1 INFORMATIONAL: A general awareness of the innovation and interest in
learning more detail about it is indicated. The person seems to be un-

worried about herself/himself in relation to the innovation. She/he is

interested in substantive aspects of the innovation in a selfless manner
such as general characteristics, effects, and requirements for use.

2 PERSONAL: Individual is uncertain about the demands of the innovation,
her/his inadequacy to meet those demands, and her/his role with the

innovation. This includes analysis of her/his role in relation to the
reward structure of the organization, decision making, and consideration
of potential conflicts with existing structures or personal commitment.

Financial or status implications of the program for self and colleagues

may also be reflected.

3 MANAGEMENT: Attention is focused on the processes and tasks of using
the innovation and the best use of information and resources. Issues

related to efficiency, organizing, managing, scheduling, and time,

demands are utmost.

-CONSEQUENCE:- Attention-focusei on-impact of-the innovation on students

in her/his immediate sphere of influence. The focus is on relevance of

the innovation for students, evaluation of student outcomes, including

performance and competencies, and changes needed to increase student

outdomes.,

COLLABORATION: The focus is on coordination and cooperation with othf.trs
regarding use of the innovation.

REFOCUSING: The focus is on, exploration of more universal benefits from
the innovation, including the possibility of major changes or replace-

ment with a more powerful alternative. Individual has definite ideas

about alternatives ,to the proposed or, existing form of the innovation.

2
Original concept from Hall, G. E., Wallace, R. C., Jr., :& Dossett, W. AL.

A developmental conceptualization of the adoption process within educational

institutions. Austin: Research and Development Center for Teacher Education,

The University of Texas, 1973.
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

1. School District

2. School Name

3. Teacher Name

4. Grade(s) ycs currently teach: (check one or more)

K 1 2 Other, specify

ears:.atpresenE school

preseat school: Teacher Aide

%.7..

. In your-Use 6f-bilingual education, do you consider yourself to be a:
. .

,..
.

nonuser - : -novice -:intermediate old hand

past user'. .. .

.,
.

.

Per

training in bilingual education? Yes

did, you receive (check one or more)?

':..district sponsored workshop(s)

TRA/Service Center 36-Hour Institute

Other.-training,:(siecify tyre'and length)





ATTACHMENT III

LEVELS OF USE FIGURE I LoU CHART

SCALE POINT
DEFINITIONS OF THE

LEVELS OF USE
I OF THE. INNOVATION

. . .. . . .

distinct
. ,.

Levels of . Use are.: states 7' Mitt
represent observably different. types .of

. behavior. ,.: and !.. Patterns :, of '- innovation
use-,as exhibited. by tedIviduels-and;
groups.. ;;-Thsse :levels characterise :a
user's . development. In acquiring new
skills:and -varying 'se ' of" the. Innovro,
lion.: Each level encompasses. a 'range
'of. behaviors.. but l s. limited by' a set:
of identifiable '. Decision'. , Points.. .For ,

. descriptive. purposes,. ', each level la de-
fined .by: seven categories. ..

CATEGORIES

KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRING INFORMATION
..

,
.

That which the useeknows about char- Solicits Information about the Imam-
'modeles . of the innovation, how to lion In . variety of ways, including

: use -.; it, :and consequences of Its ,use. questioning :resource persona, corms!
,. This.Ii cognitive -knowledge related to > pending. with resource agencies, re-
using the ?innovation, not feelings- or viewing printed materials,. and making.
attitudes. . 0,.- : - visits. .- '

SNARING
.

Dismisses the Innovation with other,.
Shares plane,, ideas, resources, out -
come, and problems related to use of
the Innovation.

,LEVEL. O.. . .

NONUSE 'State in which the user has
littie or no knowledge of the innovation.
'no. involvement with the innovation, and
Is . doing nothing toward becoming In-

. ..

. ,.. .. :

Knows nothing about this or 'similar in-
mei:rations or has' only very limited gen-
eral knowledge Of., efforts to develop in-
novations' in the area.

Takes little or no action to solicit infor-
mation beyond 'reviewing-descriptive in- ,
'formation about this-or-similar innova-
lions when it happens to come to per-
sonal attention.

Is not communicating with others about
the, innovation beyond possibly acknow-
!edging that the innovation exists.

..

DECISION POINT A Takes action to learn more detailed Information about the innovation.

LEVEL 'l
.

ORIENTAPON:'State in'whieh site user.has
recently, acquired or is acquiring, information
about use mnovationand/or has recently ex-
piored or is exploring its value orientation and
its demands upon user and user system

.

. .

Knows'' general information about the
innovation such as . origin, character's-
tics. and implementation requirements.'

. .
. .

Seeks descriptive 'material about the in-
novation. Seeks opinions and know.
ledge of others through discussions,
visits, or workshops.

Discusses 'the innovation in general
'terms and/or exchanges descriptive In-
formation, materials. or ideas about tho
Innovation and possible implications of
Its use.

DECISIONSPOINT B ,
Makes a decision to use !her Innovation by establishing a lime to begin.

LEVEL H
PREPARATION: State in which the user
is preparing for first use of the innova-
tion.

Knows logistical requirementS, moss- , seeks information and resources ape-
sary resources and timing for, initial. use cificaily related to preparation for use
of the innovation.: and. details of initial of the innovation in own setting.
experiences for. clients. > .

... ..

DisCusses resources needed for initial
use of the innovation. Joins others. In
pre-use training, and in planning for
resources. logistics, schedules, etc., In
preparation for first use.

DECISION POINT C .
. .

I Changes, it any, and use are dominated by use. needs.

.''. LEVEL III. ...- . -I, . .. ,

. .
. .. . ..

...
.

,
. .- ...

. ..

MECHANICAL. USE:.. State in ' which the Knows' Lin a day.to.day ,. basis the re. Solicits management : information about. Discusses. management and logistical
user -focuses most talon on Me short- quirements for using the, . innovation. Is such .' things as logistics: . scheduling issues related to use of the innovation.
term; .:day-to'day use of the innovation more knowledgeable on . short-term ac= techniques.. and Ideas for reducing Resources and materials are shared -for
with., little: time for reflection.- 'Changes tivities and effects than long-range ac- amount of time and work required of purposes of reducing .management... flow
in use . are -.made, more to meet user tivities and effects of use of , the inno- user, .

and logistical problems related to use
... needs than -.Client needs. .The 'user is 'vation. ' of the innovation. ..

,Prinlerikengaged....ilLA.stepwiseattempt., , :.:. .... .. . .

to master the .tasks .required to use the .

innovation. often resulting in disjointed
and superficial use: ..

DECISION POINT D-1 A routine pattern of use is' established. .

,LEVELLEVEL IV A -. .
. . . . .

.
.

.
.

ROUTINE: Use of the innovation is 'Knows -.both short-. and long-term re- Makes no special efforts to seek Infer- Describes current use-of the innovation
stabilized.: .Few if any changes are be. quirements for use and hOw to use the mitten as a part of ongoing use of the with little or no reference to . ways of
Mg, made in ongoing use. Little propa' Innovation with minimum .. effort or innovation.. changing :UStt,
: ration . or' thought is being given to , im- stress. .

proving .Annovation use or -. its conse-
-quences..',. .

.- 'DECISION. POINT. D-2 Changes use of the innovation based on, formal or.inlormal evaluation in Order to increase client outcomes.
, .

. ..

LEVEL IV Et ' . - . . . ..
.

. . .

.

.

. . .
. . .. . .

'REFINEMENT:. State in which the user Knows cognitive and affective effects of Solicits information and, materials that Discusses own methods of modifying
.varies. the use of the innovation to in- the innovation on clients' and ways for 'Maze specifically on changing use of use of the innovation to change client
_crease the impact on clients within im- Increasing impact on .clients. , .

the innovation to effect client outcomes. outcomes.
mediate sphere of influence. Variations
are based on knowledge of both short-
and long -term consequences for clients.

. DECISION POINT E ,... Initiates changes -in use of innovation based on input of and in coordination with what colleagues are doing.. ..

LEVEL. V .

.

... . . .
. .. . . . . .. ..

'INTEGRATION: State in which the user Knows. how to coordinate own use of the Solicits information and opinions for Discusses efforts:to increase client Iro-
is combining own- efforts to use the in- 'innovation with colleagues to provide a the purpose of collaborating with others , pact through collaboration with . others
novation with related activities of col- collective impact on clients. ' ' in use of the Innovation. .. .

on personal use of the Innovation.
leagues to achieve. a collective impact . . .

. . .

on clients within "Their common sphere
of influence.. :

DECISION POINT F ' Begins exploring alternatives to, or malorroodilications of fhe innovation presently in use. .:
.

.

LEVEL- VI , . .... . . . .

.. . . . ,

RENEwAt:' State in' which the user: re-. Knows of 'alternatives that could be used Seeks. information and materials about FoCuses discussion5 on identification of
evaluates the qUality of use of the in. to change or replace the present, inno- other innovations as alternatives to the major alternatives' or replacements for
novation. -seeks major:: moditiCatiOrls-:. vation that would imorove the quality. of, present- innovation or for 'making' major the current innovation. ..

.

ovalternatives'. to :present .. innovation . to ' outcomes. of .,lts ..use.- . ::, . .. adaptations, In.. the,' inotryation. .. ; . ..... .

. . . ... .

achieve:increased impact on clients.' ex-.. . . ..

amines.:'new developments., in the field,; .. .

and.'expleres new goals
....., ,, ,for,self and the

system:, - , ,,;.
. ....

.-. Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations Project. Research and Development Center for Teacher Education. University of Texas at Austin, 1975, N.I.E. Contract
NIE-C-74-0387.

, .

ournal of Teacher Education

, , . - .



ASSESSING
Examines the potential or actual use Of
the Innovation or some aspect of It.
This can be a mental assessment or
can Involve actual collection and anal-
role of data.

FIGURE I LoU CHART

CATEGORIES

PUNNING
Designs and outlines short- and/or
long-range steps to be taken during
process of Innovation adoption, i.e.,
aligns resource., schedules activities,
meets with others to organize and/or
coordinate use of the Innovation,

STATUS REPORTING

Describes personal stand at the pres-
ent time In relation to use of the In-
novation.

PERFORMING

Carries out the actions and activities
entailed In operationalizing the Innova-
tion.

Takes no action to analyze the innova-
tion, its characteristics, possible use, or
consequences of use.

Schedules no dime and specifies no Reports little or no personal involve-
steps for the study or use of the Innis- ment with the innovation.
vatlon.

Takes no dIscernible action toward
learning about or using the innovation.
The innovation and/or its accouterments
are not present or in use.

Analyzes and compares materials, con-
tent, requirements for use, evaluation
reports, potential outcomes, strengths
and weaknesses for purpose of making
a decision about use of the Innovation.

Plans to gather necessary information
and resources as needed to make a
decision for or against use of the inno-
vation.

Reports presently orienting self to what Explores the innovation and require.
the innovation is and is not. merits for its use by talking to OfnerS

about it, reviewing descriptive informs
tion and sample materials, attending
orientation' sessions, and observing
others using It.

Analyzes detailed requirements and
available resources for Initial use of the
Innovation,

Identifies steps and procedures entailed
in obtaining resources and organizing
activities and events for Initial use of
the Innovation..

Reports preparing self for initial use of
the innovation.

Studies reference materials in depth,
organizes resources and logistics,
schedules and receives skill training in
preparation for initial use.

Examines own use of the innovation
with respect to problems of -logistics.
management, Ilme, schedules, re-
sources, and general reactions of
clients.

Plans for organizing and managing re-
sources, activities, and events related
primarily to immediate ongoing use of
the innovation. Planned-for changes
address managerial or logistical Issues
with a short-term perspective.

Reports that logistics, time, manage- Manages innovation with varying de-
merit, resource organization. etc., are grass of efficiency Often lacks antic.pa-
the focus of most personal efforts to titan of immediate consequences. The
use the innovation, flow of actions in the user and clients

is often disjointed, uneven and uncer-
tain. When changes are made, they are
primarily In response to logistical and
organizational problems.

Assesses use of the innovation In global terms
without reference to making change,. Specific
evaluation acewlers are landed to those that
era administratively required with little at-

'bonbon paid to findings for trio purpose of
`i WrtgingUtl&

Plans Intermediate and long-range ac-
tions with little projected variation in
how the innovation will be used. Plan-
ning focuses on routine use of re-
sources, personnel. etc..

Reports that personal use of the Inno-
vation is going along satisfactorily with
few if any problems.

''Assesses use of the innovation forlhe Develops intermediate and long-range
purpose of. changing current, practices plans that anticipate possible and
to improve client outcomes.. needed steps, resources, and events

designed to enhance client outcomes.

Uses the innovation smoothly with min-
imal management problems; over lime,'
there Is little variation in pattern of use.

Reports varying use of the innovation in Explores and experiments with alterna-
order to change client outcomes.

Appraises collaborative use of the In-
novation In terms of client outcomes
and strengths and weaknesses of the
,Integrated effort.

Plans specific actions to coordinate own
use of the innovation with others to
achieve increased Impact on clients.

Live combinations of the Innovation with
existing practices to maximize client
Involvement and to optimize client out-
COMM.

Reports spending time and energy col- Collaborates with others in use of the
laboratIng with others about Integrating innovation as a means for expanding
own use of the Innovation. the innovation's impact on clients.

Changes In use are made In coordina-
tion with others.

Analyzes advantages and disadvantages
ot major modifications or alternatives
to the present innovation.

Plans activities that involve pursuit of
alternatives to enhance or replace the
innovation.

Reports considering major modifications
of or alternatives to present use of the
Innovation.

Explores other innovations that could be
used in combination with or in place
of the present innovation in an attempt
to develop more 'effective means of
achieving client outcomes.

LoU: A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING INNOVATION. ADOPTION



: ATTACHMENT IV

Overview of 8ranchlng Format of the LoU Interview



Are you using

tho Innorstion 7

57

Haw you decided to

uso It and set I dots

b *in use?

*it kinds el chaps

so you Pang ht

your use of the

Influence

0

0

Are you currently

looking for Informa-

tion shout the

Innovation?

co

Are you coordinating

your use of the

Innovation with *sr

user; Including an.

other not In your

original group of

users?



ATTACHMENT IT'

LoU Interview Questions



0-II/III-VI

LoU Interview

Are you currently using

NO

Have you ever used in in the past? If so, when? Why did you stop?
(if yes, go to *, then return)

0/I-II Have you made a decision to use in the future?

I/II If so, when will you begin use?

Knowledge Can you describe for me as you see it?

Acquiring Are you currently looking for any information about
Information ? What kinds? For what purposes?

Knowledge What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of
in your situation?

Assessing At this point in time, what kinds of questions are you
asking about ? Give examples if necessary.

Sharing Oc you ever talk with others and share information about
? What do you shaee?

Planning What are you planning witn respect to ? Can
you tell me about any preparation or p1M;ands yoivarhave
beep making for the use of ?

Final Can you summarize for me where you see yourself right
Question now in relation to the use af ?

(Optional)

PAST USERS*

Can you describe for me how you organized your use of , what
problems you found, what its effects appeared to be on students?

When you assess
strengths and weaknesses?

(Return to other nonuse questions.)

at-this point in time, what do you see as the,



Open-ended

Assessing/
Knowledge

Acquiring
Information

-LoU V

YES

Please describe for me how you use . (Ask
siffficient questions to get configurations.)

What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of
in your situation? (Have you made any

attempt to do anything about weaknesses? Probe those
they mentioned specifically.)

Are you, currently, looking for any information about
? What kind? For what purposes?

Do you work with others in your use of ? Have
you made any changes in your use of based on
this coordination? (if yes, go to *)

Sharing Do you ever talk with others about ? What
do you tell them?

(Have you considered any alternatives or different ways
of doing things with the program?) Are you doing any
evaluating, either formally-or informally, that would
affect your use of ? Have you received any
feedback from students that would affect the way you're
using ? What have you done with the informa-
tion that you get?

III/IVA/IVB Have you made any changes recently in how you use
What? Why? How recently? Are you considering making
any changes?

Planning/ Are you looking ahead to later this year, what plans do
Status you have in relation to your use of
Reporting

Assessing

III-V/VI Are you considering or planning to make major modifications
or replace at this time?

*LoU V Probes

1. How do you work together? What things do you share with each other?

How frequently?

3. What do you see as the effects of this collaboration?

4. Are you looking for any particular kind of information in relation to
this collaboration?

5. Do you talk with others about your collaboration? If so, what do you
share with them?

6. Have you done any formal or informal evaluation of how your collaboration
is working?

7. What plans do you have for this effort in the future?

If yes go to III-V/VI; If no, go to Sharing.



ATTACHMENT VI

Definitions of Fourteen Program Structures/Curriculum Patterns
for Program Structures 5 - 14
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Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire



BILINGUAL CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
Division of Bilingual and International Education

211 East Seventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701

The responses from this questionnaire will be used to
designAnservice education for teachers, and will not
be used to evaluate teaCher knowledge, skillsor
attitudes.

January 1979



eacher Name

chool'

rade Level(s)

ate Completed

INSTRUCTIONS

he Bilingual. Classroom Questionnaire will be used to describe instructional
ractices in bilingual classrooms. The Questionnaire is part of a project designed
1) to provide educators with procedures for describing the type of bilingual edu-
ation in their schools and (2) to identify staff development needs for applying
ilingual education successfully.

he Questionnaire will take about 30 minutes to complete. Information is requested
a six columns. The example provided below shows how to complete columns one
rumugh three. The discussion which follows describes procedures for completing
Aumns one through three and adds information on columns four through six.

i Column 1, Current Daily Schedule, please list in time sequence the daily activi-
les of the students in your classroom. If more than one activity occurs during a
imen time period, list each of the concurrent activities separately. For example,
ippose that from 8:00 to 8:30 one group of students receives Spanish reading in -

:ruction while another group receives English oral language development. Each
:tivity would be listed separately, as shown in the example.

1 2 3

JRRENT DAILY SCHEDULE ANTICIPATED DURATION LANGUAGE CATEGORIES

or your homeroom
students)

Contin-
uous (All
Year
Lon.

Noncontinuous
(Please indicate-e.g.,1 day
each week;everyotherweek, 2

(of Students within
instructional
Groups)

MRS ACTIVITY weeks out of ever 4 etc. :13 BE BS ME MS LL

00-8:30 Spanish Reading to/

English Oral
Language
Develo.nent

30-9:00 Science 2 weeks out of every 4

30-9:00 Social Studies 2 weeks out of every 4 V/
00-9:30 P.E. 4 days each week .7 lie" y/
00-9:30 Art 1 day each week / V V.,
Column 2, Anticipated Dunation, indicate whether the scheduled activity occurs

roughout the year (ve) or on a more limited basis (e.g., one day each week, two weeks
t of every four, etc.). If different activities, are scheduled during the same period
t on a rotating basis, please list all the activities as shown in the example above
.g., from 8:30-900 Science is taught for two weeks with Social Studies being taught
e following two weeks before the cycle repeats itself; from 9:00-9:30 P.E. is taught

four days each week while Art is taught on the remaining day).

e Language Categories noted in Column 3 are to be completed for every Activity noted
Column 1.. For each Activity, check the Language Categories of the students partici-

ting in the activity. The Language Category Definitions and abbreviations are listed
the following page.



Language Category Definitions

Balanced Bilingual (BB) -- Totally fluent in both English and Spanish.

Partial Bilingual, English Dominant (BE) -- Understands all spoken English and

produces English utterances with native-like fluency and correctness in syntax

(grammar) and vocabulary. Also understands some spoken Spanish and can produce
fairly complete sentences in Spanish but with less than native-like fluency. His/

her sentences in Spanish are somewhat awkward with regularized errors in syntax

and vocabulary.

Partial Bilingual, Spanish Dominant (BSI -- Understands all spoken Spanish and

produces Spanish utterances with native-like fluency and correctness in syntax

(grammar) and vocabulary. Also' understands some spoken English and can produce

fairly complete sentences in English but with less than native-like fluency. His/

her sentences in English are somewhat awkward with regularized errors in syntax

and vocabulary.

Monolingual English (ME) -- Understands all spoken English and speaks English with

ease and complete native-like fluency and correctness. If any Spanish is under-

stood or spoken it is no more than a few isolated words or expressions.

Monolingual Spanish (MS) -- Understands all spoken Spanish and speaks Spanish with

ease and complete native-like fluency and correctness. If any English is under-

stood or spoken it is no more than a few isolated words or expressions.

Limited English/Limited Spanish (LL) -- Does not have native competence in either

English or Spanish. It may appear that he/she understands spoken English and
Spanish but the oral production in both languages is labored, characterized by

awkward sentences and systematic errors in syntax (grammar) and vocabulary.

In Column 4, the Primary Instructor of the Instructional Activity should be indicated.

Alternatives are the Teacher, Team Teacher, Resource Teacher, Teacher Aide, and Other.

Select one (y/ ) of these per Activity noted in Column 1.

In Column 5, please check the Language of Instruction for each Activity listed in

Column 1. Definitions of the four alternatives are listed below. Select a single

category for each Instructional Activity.

Language of Instruction

Primarily Spanish. Instruction is provided exclusively in Spanish or primarily in

Spanish with only an occasional use of English during the instructional period.

Primarily English. Instruction is provided exclusively in English or primarily in

English with only an occasional use of Spanish during the instructional period.

Alternating Use of Both Languages.---Both languages are used approximately an equal
amount of time during the instructional period. As distinguished from code-switching,
alternating use of the two languages is characterized by exclusive use of one language

at a time during an instructional event.

Code-Switching. This form of language involves introducing into the context of one
-language stretches of speech that exhibit the other language's phonological and

morphological features.

In Column 6, indicate the Language of Materials for each Instructional Activity. The

alternatives are English, Spanish, Both, or No Material. Select one (v0 of these
for every. Activity noted in Column 1.

126

76



BILINGUAL CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE (a)

*KEY: BB = Balanced Bilingual
BE = Partial Bilingual, English Dominant

BS = Partial Bilingual, Spanish Dominant

1.
2

CURRENT DAILY SCHEDULE

(Of your homeroom
students)

ANTICIPATED DURATION

HOURS ACTIVITY

Continuous

(All Year
Lou)

Noncontinuous
(Please indicate,
e.g.,1 day each
wk., every other
wk., 2 wks. out
of every 4, etc.:

7



BILINGUAL CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE (b)

;ME = Monolingual English
MS = Monolingual Spanish
'LL = Limited English/Limited Spanish

3 4

LANGUAGE
CATEGORIES*
OF STUDENTS PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR OF

WITHIN INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY

INSTRUCTIONAL (Check One)

ACTIVITIES Team Resource Teacher

BB BE BS ME MS LL Teacher Teacher Teacher Aide Other

78



BILINGUAL CLASSROOM. QUESTIONNAIRE (c)

6

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION

(Check One)
uoce

Primarily. Primarily Alternating Switch-

English Spanish Use of Both ing

LANGUAGE OF MATERIALS

(Check One)

English Spanish Both No
Material

79



ATTACHMENT VIII

Statements on the Stages of Concern Questionnaire
Arranged According to Stage



Figure 111:2. Statements on the Stages of Concern Questionnaire
Arranged According to Stage

Item
Masher Statement

STASZ 0

3 I don't even know what the innovation is.
12 I am not concerned about this innovation.
21 I am completely. occupied with other things.
23 although I don't know about this innovstion. I am concerned about

things in-the area.
30 At this time. I as not interested in learning about this innovation.

STAGS 1

6 I have a very limited knowledge about the innovation.
14 I would like to discuss the possibility of using the innovation.

I would like to know what resources are available if we decide to
adopt this innovatio.

Z74 I would like to know what the use of the innovation will require in
the immediate future.

35 I would like to know how this innovation is bettor than what we have
now.

STAGS 2

7 I would like to know the effect of reorganization on my professional
status.

13 I would like to know who will make the decisions in the now system.

17 I would like to know how my teaching or administration is supposed to
change.

28 I would like to have more information on time and energy commitoeots
required by this innovation.

33 I would like to know how my role will change when I an using the inno-

vation.

=SCE 3

4 I am concerned about not having enough time to organize myself each
day.

8 I an concerned about conflict between my interests and my responsibil-

ities.

16 I am concerned about my inability to manage all the innovation re-

quiz...
25 I am concerned about time spent working with non-academic problems

related to this innovation.

34 Coordination. of tasks-and people is taking too much of my time.

STAGS 4

1 I an concerned about students' attitudes toward this innovation.

11 I am concerned about how the innovation affects students.

19 I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students.

24 I would like to excite my students about their part in this approach.

32 I would like to use feodback from students to change the program.

STAGS S

5 I would like to help other faculty in their use of the innovation.

10 I would like to develop working relationships with both our faculty
and outside faculty using this innovation.

18 I would like to familiarize ethos departments or persons with the
progress of this new approach.

27 I would like to coordinate my effort with others to maximize the in-
novation's effects.

29 I would like to know what other faculty are doing in this area.

STAGE 6

2 2 now know of some other approaches that night work better.
9 I an concerned about revising my use of the innovation.

20 I would like to revise the innovation's instructional approach.
22 I would like to modify our use of the innovation based on the experi-

ences of-our students.
31 1 would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, or replace the

innovation.

73
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ATTACHMENT IX

Stages of Concern Raw Score-Percentile Conversion Chart
For Stages of Concern Questionnaire



Figure 111.4. Stages of Concern Raw Score-Percentile Conversion Chart
for Stages of Concern Questionnaire

Plea lima
Ram Scala

Score Total

10 5 5 2 1 l' 1

23 12 12 5 1 2 2

29 16 14 7 1 3 3

37 19 17 9 2 3 5

46 23 21 11 2 4 6

53 27 25 13 3 5 9

60 30 26 18 3 7 11

66 34 31 23 4 9 14

72 21 35 27 5 10 17

77 40 28 30 S 12 20

61 43 41 34 7 14 22

88 45 45 39 8 16 26

86 48 48 43 4 19 30

89 51 32 47 11 23 34

91 54 55 52 13 25 38

93 57 57 36 16 28 42

94 60 34 60 19 31 47

95 63 63 GS 21 36 52

96 66 67 69 24 40 57

97 69 70 73 27 44 60

98 72 72 77 30 48 65

90 75 75 '60 33 3; 69

99 80 78 83 la 55 73

99 84 80 85 43 59 77

99 88 83 88 48 64 61

99 90 85 90 54 68 84

99 91 87 92 39 72 87

99 93 89 94 63 76 90

Y9 95 91 95 66 80 92

99 96 92 97 71 84
..,..

94

99 97 94 97 76 68 se

99 98 95 96 82 91 97

99 99 96 98 86 93 98

99 99 96 99 90 95 99

99 99 97 99 92 '97 99

99 99 99 99 9S 98 99

10

U.

12

13

14

2.5

16 .

17

18

19

20
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26

27

28

.29

30
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32

33

34

3S

4

1

2

3

4

6

7

9

....

Percentile* for
Stage Stage Stage Stag. Stage

0 1. 2 3 4
Stage Stage Total

5 6 Raw Score Parceattle

1- 42 3

43- 55 6.

30- 60 9

61- 66

68- 72 15

73- 74 18

75- 78 21

79- 60 24

81- 83 2/

84- 86 20

87- 89 33

90- 92 26

93- 95 19

96- 98 42

99-101 45

102-104 48

105-107 31

.108-110 SA.

ill-112 57

113-114 60

115-114 63

119-122 66

123-125 69

126-127 71

128 -132 74

133-136 77

137-141 40

142-144 83

143-150 es

151 -156 89

'T7-161 92

162-173 95

174-L69 98

191-243 99
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Hypothesized Development of Stages of Concern



ATTACHMENT X

Hypothesized Development ofStages of Concern
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ATTACHMENT XI

Distribution of Teachers' Concerns
About Implementing Bilingual Education



Distribution of Teachers' Concerns
About Implementing Bilingual Education
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ATTACHMENT XII

Group Profiles by Amount of Experience
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ATTACHMENT XIII

Professional Development Questionnaire



PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Southwest EdUcational Development Laboratory
Division of Bilingual rid International Education

211 East Seventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701

The'responses' from this. questionnaire will be used to
design inservice_edUcation for teachers, and will not
be used-to evaluate teacher knowledge, skills, or
attitudes.



NAME DATE

DISTRICT SCHOOL GRADE

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please circle the number that best
indicates the extent to which You
desire professional growth in each
of the following items.

1.0 IGENERAL INFORMATIONl

-I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT:

1.1 the Philosophy and theory of bilingual education.

1.2 the theoretical foundations of second language
learning and teaching,

1.3 functions and patterns of. language use (sucio-
linguistics).

1.4 the nature of language and of the acquisition process.

1.5 the differences and similarities between the child's
first and second language(s).

1.6 the individualization of instruction for different
language groups.

1.7 the implementation--P-Lementation of inquiry /discovery strategies for
learning.

1.8 the setting up of learning centers.

2.0 !PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTION]

I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT HOW TO:

2.1 group children according to language classification.

2.2 schedule activities for different language groups.

2,3 specify learning objectives.

2.4 sequence learning activities.

2,5 select materials for instruction.

2.6 develop materials to teach Spanish language arts.

2,7 adapt materials to teach Spanish language arts.

2,8 develop materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish.

2,g adapt materials to teach contentareas;-i.e.;soietice,

math, social studies, in Spanish.

1.4

r1
U)

4-3

0

1

1 2

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 / 2 3 4

1. 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 6

1 2 3 4

2 3



Page Two

3.0

4.0

INSTRUCTION Of CONTENT AREAS

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TO:

3.1 teach English as a second language.

3.2 teach Spanish as a second language.

3;3 teach Spanish as a first langvage,

3.4 teach English as a first

3.5 teach and integrate cultuc
the classroom.

3.6 teach science.

3.7 teach math.

3.8 teach healtt. and physictl education.

3.9 teach reading.

3.10 teach social studies.

3.11 teach fine arts (art, music, etc.).

:.he curriculum and in

MANAGEMENT

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TO:

4.1 organize my material and resources.

4:2 collaborate with other teachers, teacher assistants,
and resource personnel to improve student achievement. 1 2 3 4

4.3 attend to individual student differences. 1 2 3 4

4.4 attend to behavior problems in the classroom. 1 2 3 4

4.5 use feedback and positive reinforcement with students. 1 2 3 4

4.6 foster acceptance and appreciation of cultural diversity. 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

3



Page Three

5.0

6.0

'LINGUISTIC SKILLS]

I WOULD LIKE TO DEVELOP FURTHER MY SPANISH LANGUAGE
SKILLS IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

5.1 the speaking and comprehension of Spanish.

5.2 the teaching of Spanish language arts.

5.3 the teaching of social studies in Spanish.

5.4 the teaching of science in Spanish.

5.5 the teaching of math in Spanish. 1

5.6 the teaching of health and physical education in Spanish. 1

1

1

1

5.7 the teaching of the fine arts in Spanish.

CULTURE]

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MOREABOUT:

6.1 the nature and content of the culture of the language
minority group.

1

1

0

6.2 the history of the group's ancestry. 1

6.3 the contributions of the group(s) to history and culture. 1

6.4 the contemporary life styles) of the group. 1

6.5 the differences and similarities between cultures and
the potential for conflict as well as opportunities
they may create for children. 1

6.6 how the effects of cultural and socioeconomic variables
influence the students' general level of development
and socialization. 1

7.0 'ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TO:

7.1 assess student's language dominance.

7.2 assess the student's educational needs in the
subject/content area.

3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

* 1
9:7



Page Four

7.3 diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction.

7.4 analyze and interpret miscues in, reading and prescribe
instruction.

7.5 administer and interpret individu'1 reading inventories
(IRI) in Spanish.

7.6 evaluate student learning progress.

7.7 evaluate the appropriateness of materials for bilingual
education.

7.8 evaluate the classroom learning environment.

7.9 determine when a child Is ready to transfer from
reading in one language to reading in another.

7.10 determine when a child is ready to receive subject
matter instruction in her/his second language.

7.11 assess learning capabilities of children (e.g.,
aptitude, cognitive development).

8.0 SCHOOL COMMUNITY RELATIONS!

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TO:

9.0

8.1 incorporate community resources into the instructional
programs.

8.2 foster community participation in the schooling process.

8.3 obtain more information on community cultural traits.

8.4 involve parents as participants in the instructional
process.

OTHER

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4
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Data Organized by Grade Level



FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Kindergarten Teachers (N=13)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank
Order

Average
Response

Item
Number

1 (3.54) 1.6

2 (3.38) 7.7

3 (3.31) 7.6
4 (3.31) 7.2

5 (3.31) 2.9

6 (3.31) 2.6

7 (3.23) 1.3

8 (3.23) 1.5

9 (3.23) 2.7

10 (3.23) 2.8

11 (3.23) 5.2
12 (3.23) 7.1

13 (3.23) 7.3

the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
evaluate the appropriateness of materials for
bilingual education
evaluate student learning progress
assess the student's educational needs in the
subject/content area
adapt materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
develop materials to teach Spanish language arts
functions and patterns of language use (socio-
linguistics)
the differences and similarities between the child's
first and second language(s)
adapt materials to teach Spanish language arts
develop materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
the teaching of Spanish language arts
assess student's language dominance
diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction
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FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

First Grade Teachers (N =12)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank Average Item
Order Response Number

1 (3.58) 7.7

2 (3.50) 1.6

3 (3.42) 7.9

4 (3.36) 3.1

5 (3.33) 7.6

6 (3.27) 3.11

7 (3.27) 1.8

8 0,27) 2.2

9 (3.25) 7.4

10 (3.18) 3.5

11 (3.17) 7.3
12 (3.17) 1.5

evaluate the appropriateness of materials for
bilingual education
the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
determine when a child is ready to transfer from
reading in one language to reading in another
teach English as a second language
evaluate student learning progress
teach fine arts (art, music, etc.)
the setting up of learning centers
schedule activities for different language groups
analyze and interpret miscues in reading and
prescribe instruction
teach and integrate culture in the curriculum and
in the classroom
diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction
the differences and similarities between the child's
first and second language(s)
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FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Second Grade Teachers (N=14)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank
Order

Average
Response

Item
Number

1 (3.50) 7.9

2 (3.43) 7.10

3 (3.36) 1.6

4 (3.31) 4.3
5 (3.21) 8.4

6 (3.15) 1.7

7 (3.14) 2.6
8 (3.14) 2.7

9 (3.14) 3.9

10 (3.14) 1.8
11 (3.07) 2.2

12 (3.07) 7.11

13 (2.93) 7.4

14 (2.93) 2.8

15 (2.86) 2.9

16 (2.86) 3.5

17 (2.86) 5.2

determine when a child is ready to transfer from
reading in one language to reading in another
determine when a child is ready to receive subject
matter instruction in her/his second language
the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
attend to individual student differences
involve parents as participants in the instructional
process
the implementation of inquiry/discovery strategies
for learning
develop materials to teach Spanish language arts
adapt materials to teach Spanish language arts
teach reading
the setting up of learning centers
schedule activities for different language groups
assess learning capabilities of children (e.g.,

aptitude, cognitive development)
analyze and interpret miscues in reading and prescribe
instruction
develop materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
adapt materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
teach and integrate culture in the curriculum and in
the classroom
the teaching of Spanish language arts
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FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Grades 3-5 Teachers (N.24)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank
Order

Average
Response

.Item
Number

1 (3.29) 2.2

2 (3.25) 1.6

3 (3.13) 2.9

4 (3.09) 2.8

5 (3.09) 7.2

6 (3.05) 3:1

7 (3.04) 1.2

8 (3.04) 2.1

9 (3,00) 1.8
10 (3.00) 3:9
11 (3.00) 4.6
12 (2.96) 7.3
13 (2.96) 7.9

14 (2.96) 7.10

15 (2.92) 2.6

16 (2.91) 2.7

17 (2.90) 3.5

schedule activities for different language groups
the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
adapt materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
develop materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
assess the student's educational needs in the
subject/content area
teach English as a second lanyage
the theoretical foundations of second language
learning and teaching
group children according to language classification
the setting up of learning centers
teach reading
foster acceptance and appreciation of cultural diversity
diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction
determine when a child is ready to transfer From reading
in one language to reading in another
determine when a child is ready to recei,9, subject
matter instruction in her/his second lah,...age
develop materials to teach Spanish language arts
adapt materials to teach Spanish language arts
teach and integrate culture in the curriculum and
in the classroom



FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Teachers with no experience (N=18)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank Average Item
Order Response Number

the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
evaluate student learning progress
foster acceptance and appreciation of cultural
diversity
the nature of language and of the acquisition process
the differences and similarities between the child's
first and second language(s)
the implementation of inquiry/discovery strategies
for learning
involve parents as participants in the instructional
process
foster community participation in the schooling
process
attend to behavior problems in the classroom
use feedback and positive reinforcement with students
adapt materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
schedule activities for different language groups
develop materials to teach content areas, i.e.,
science, math, social studies, in Spanish
teach English as a second language
collaborate with other teachers, teacher assistants,
and resource personnel to improve student achievement
attend to individual student differences
teach reading
the differences and similarities between cultures and
the potential for conflict as well as opportunities
they may create for children
assess the student's educational needs in the
subject/content areas
evaluate the classroom learning environment

1 (3.50) 1.6

2 (3.39) 7.6

3 (3.22) 4.6

4 (3.22) 1.4
5 (3.22) 1.5

6 (3.17) 1.7

7 (3.17) 8.4

8 (3.11) 8.2

9 (3.11) 4.4
10 (3.11) 4.5
11 (3.11) 2.9

12 (3.06) 2.2

13 (3.06) 2.8

14 (3.06) 3.1

15 (3.06) 4.2

16 (3.06) 4.3
17 (3.00) 3.9

18 (3.00) 6.5

19 (3.00) 7.2

20 (3.00) 7.8



FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Teachers with 1 year experience (N=12)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank Average Item
Order Response Number

1 (3.50) 2.2
2 (3.45) 7.2

3 (3.27) 7.4

4 (3.09) 7.6

5 (3.09) 4.6

6 (3.09) 6.5

7 (3.09) 6.6

8 (3.09) 4.3

9 (3.08) 1.6

10 (3.08) 2.1

11 (3.03) 2.9

12 (3.00) 3.5

13 (3.00) 4.1

14 (3.00) 4.4

schedule activities for different language groups
assess the studeht's educational needs in the
subject/content area
analyze and interpret miscues in reading and
prescribe instruction
evaluate student learning progress
foster acceptance and appreciation of cultural
diversity .

the differences and similarities between cultures and
the potential for conflict as well as opportunities
they may create for children
how the effects of cultural and socioeconomic variables
influence the students' general level of development
and socialization
attend to individual student differences
the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
group children according to language classification
adapt materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
teach and integrate culture in the curriculum and in
the classroom
organize my material and resources
attend to behavior problems in the classroom

.._



FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Teachers with 2 years experience (N=11)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank Average Item
Order Response Number

1 (3.64) 1.8
2 (3.55) 2.2
3 (3.55) 2.5
4 . (3.55) 4.3
5 (3.55) 7.2

6 (3.45) 5.1

7 (3.45) 6.5

8 (3.45) 6.6

9 (3.36) 1.6

10 (3.36) 3.5

11 (3.36) 7.4

12 (3.36) 7.9

13 (3.36) 7.10

14 (3.30) 2.1

15 (3.30) 3.9

the setting up of learning centers
schedule activities for different language groups
select materials for instruction
attend to individual student differences
assess the student's educational needs in the
subject/content area
the speaking and comprehension of Spanish
the differences and similarities between cultures and
the potential for conflict as well as opportunities
they may create for children
how the effects of cultural and socioeconomic variables
influence the students' general level of development
and socialization
the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
teach and integrate culture in the curriculum and in
the classroom
analyze and interpret miscues in reading and prescribe
instruction
determine when a child is ready to transfer from
reading in one language to reading in another
determine when a child is ready to receive subject
matter instruction in her/his second language
group children according to language classification
teach reading



FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Teachers with 3 years experience (N=21)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank Average Item
Order .Response Number

the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
determine when a child is ready to transfer from
reading in one language to reading in another
attend to individual student differences
the differences and similarities between the child's
first and second language(s)
schedule activities for different language groups
foster acceptance and appreciation of cultural
diversity
determine when a child is ready to receive subject
matter instruction in her/his second language
involve parents as participants in the instructional
process
teach English as a second language
select materials for instruction
the philosophy and theory of bilingual education
functions and patterns of language use (socio-
linguistics)
the implementation of inquiry/discovery strategies
for learning
the theoretical foundations of second language
learning and teaching
adapt materials to teach Spanish language arts
evaluate student learning progress
adapt materials to teach content areas, i.e., science,
math, social studies, in Spanish
teach and integrate culture in the curriculum and
in the classroom
the differences and similarities between cultures and
the potential for conflict as well as opportunities
they may create for children
the nature of language and,of the acquisition process

1 (3.33) 1.6

2 (3.24) 7.9

3 (3.14) 4.3
4 (3.10) 1.5

5 (3.00) 2.2
6 (3.00) 4.6

7 (3.00) 7.10

8 (2.95) 8.4

9 (2.95) 3.1

10 (2.95) 2.5
11 (2.90) 1.1

12 (2.90) 1.3

13 (2.89) 1.7

14 (2.86) 1.2

15 (2.86) 2.7
16 (2.85) 7.6

17 (2.81) 2.9

18 (2.81) 3.5

19 (2.81) 6.5

20 (2.80) 1.4
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FORT WORTH SCHOL DISTRICT

Teachers with 4 years experience (N=9)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank Average Item
Order Response Number

1' (3.75) 3.9
2 (3.75) 4.4
3 (3.75) 6.6

4 (3.67) 7.7

5 (3.67) 8.4

6 (3.50) 4.3
7 (3.44) 1.2

8 (3.44) 1.8
9 (3.44) 7.3
10 (3.33) 1.6

11 (3.33) 7.4

12 (3.33) 7.9

teach reading
attend to behavior problems in the classroom
how the effects of cultural and socioeconomic variables
influence the students' general level of development
and socialization
evaluate the appropriateness of materials for bilingual
education.
involve parents as participants in the instructional
process
attend to individual student differences
the theoretical foundations of second language
learning and teaching
the setting up of learning centers
diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction
the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
analyze and interpret miscues in reading and prescribe
instruction
determine when a child is ready to transfer from
reading in one language to reading in another
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FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Teachers with 5 or 5+ Years Experience (N=32)

(Rank Ordering of Highest Priority Items)

Rank
Order

Average
Response

Item
Number

1 (3.13) 1.6

2 (3.00) 4.3
3 (2.91) 1.2

4 (2.84) 7.7
5 (2.78) 1.5

6 (2.78) 5.1

7 (2.78) 6.6

8 (2.77) 4.6
9 (2.77) 1.8
10 (2.77) 2.5
11 (2.75) 7.9

12 (2.75) 7.10

13 (2.72) 7.6
14 (2.72) 7.11

the individualization of instruction for different
language groups
attend to individual student differences
the theoretical foundations of second language
learning and teaching
evaluate the classroom learning environment
the differences and similarities between the child's
first and second language(s)
the speaking and comprehension of Spanish
how the effects of cultural and socioeconomic variables
influence the students' general level of development
and socialization
foster acceptance and appreciation of cultural diversity
the setting up of learning centers
select materials for instruction
determine when a child is ready to transfer from
reading in one language to reading in another
determine when a child is ready to receive subject
matter instruction in her/his second language
evaluate student learning progress
assess learning capabilities of children (e.g.,
aptitude, cognitive development)
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FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Overall Group (N=104)

Clusters of Highest Priority Items

Individualization of instruction

Appreciation of cultural diversity

Evaluation of student's needs and academic progress

1.6,

4.6,

7.6,

4.3,

6.5

7.2

2.2
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FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Kindergarten Teachers (N=13)

Clusters of Highest Priority Items

Individualization of Instruction

Assessment of Materials for Bilingual Education

Evaluation of Students' Needs a,1
Progress

Development and Adaptation of Materials for
Spanish Content Areas

Understanding, Assessing, Diagnosing, and
responding to students' language needs

1.6

7.7

7.6,

2.6

1.3,

7.2

- 2.9

1.5, 7.1,

10 1 n

7.3



FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

First Grade Teachers (N=12)

Clusters of Highest Priority Items

Assessment of materials for bilingual education 7.7

Individualized instruction 1.6, 1.8

Reading 7.9, 7.4

Evaluate student academic progress 7.6

Knowledge of language instruction 3.1, 7.3,

Teach secondary content areas 3.11, 3.5

Organizational/management 2.2

104

112

1.5



FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Second Grade leachers (N=14)

Clusters of Highest Priority Items

Reading 7.9, 3.9

Assessment of linguistic competence in second

language

7.10

Individualization of instruction 1.6, 4.3,

Community Involvement 8.4

Inquiry/discovery strategies 1.7

Development and adaptation of materials 2.6, 2.7

105 113
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FORT WORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Grades 3-5 Teachers (N=24)

Clusters of Highest Priority Items

Organizational/Management: Grouping and Planning

for Instruction

2.2, 2.1

Development and Adaptation of Materials for 2.8, 2.9

Content Areas in Spanish

Individualization of Instruction 1.6, 1.8

Assessment of Students's Educational Needs 7.2

Knowledge of Teaching English as a Second 3.1, 1.2

Language
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ATTACHMENT XV

Coding Instructions for Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire
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ATTACHMENT XV

Coding Instructions for Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire

Columns

0-4 TEACHER CODE - last four digits of SS#.

5 GRADE CURRENTLY TEACHING

0 -K 6-6th

1-1st 7-7th

2-2nd 8-8th

3-3rd 9- Resource Teacher, or combined grades

4-4th
5-5th

6 AMOUNT OF EXPERIENCE

0-never 5-5 yrs or more

1-1 yr
2-2 yrs
3-3 yrs
4-4 yrs

7-12 (any other information which may be used for sorting purposes)

14-15 NUMBER OF ACTIVITY SEGMENTS, i.e., number of repeated 15 column

blocks starting at column 16 (a right justified integer).

16-17 ACTIVITY CODE

Spanish 1 - Spanish as a First Language

Language 2 - Spanish as a Second Language

Arts 3 - Spanish Reading
4 - Writing/Spelling in Spanish
5 - Other 1

English 6 - English as a First Language

Language 7 - English as a Second Language

Arts 8 - Reading in English
9 - Writing/Spelling in English
10 - Other 2

Major 11 - Science
Content 12 - Mathematics
Areas 13-- Social Studies

14 - Other 3

Minor 15 - Music
Content 16 - Art

Areas 17 - Physical Education
18 - Other 4
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Attachment XV, p. 2

Columns

18 CATEGORY CODE

1 Spanish Language Arts
2 - English Language Arts
3 - Major Content Areas
4 - Minor Content Areas

19-21 TIME ALLOTMENTS right justified integer in min./day; for noncontinuous
activities, determine average daily time allotment in min. /day.

21-27 LANGUAGE CATEGORIES

22 - BB
23 - BE
24 - BS
25 - ME
26 - MS
27 - LL

28 INSTRUCTOR

fills

1 Teacher
2 - Team Teacher
3 - Resource Teacher
4 Teacher Aide
5 - Other

29 LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION

NO
YES

1 Primary English
2 - Primary Spanish
3 - Alternating use of both
4 Code Switching

30 LANGUAGE OF MATERIALS

1 - English
2 - Spanish
3 - Both
4 -.No Materials

(REPEAT COLUMNS 16-30 as many times as necessary to record each activity
listed on Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire; continue on additional cards
if necessary, skipping first 15 columns. The number of repeated blocks

is the number of "activity segments" entered in columns 14-15.)
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ATTACHMENT XVI

BCQERR and BCQTAB Programs Deck Structures



ATTACHMENT XVI

Deck Structure for BCQTAB:

(1) printing request card:
Col. 1: printing of individual (summed) activities occur if a zero

appears. and is suppressed if any other integer appears;

Col. 2: printing of activities summed over a classroom (individual

teacher summaries) occurs if a zero appears and is suppressed

if any other integer appears
(2) title card: echo printed at the top of the general definition page

(3) data cards: any number of cards occurring in blocks by teacher number

and organized within a block by serial position of activity

(4) end card: last card consisting of a '99' appearing in cols. 14-15

Deck Structure for BCQERR:

(1) title card: echo printed as the first output line

(2) data cards: as specified above
(3) end card: as specified above

Usage procedure:

(1) get printout of data cards and check the following
(a) order by blocks of teachers
(b) order within blocks by serial position of activity number,

(c) number of activities corresponds to number specified on
first card for each teacher

(2) run deck on BCQERR correcting any errors indicated

(3) run deck on BCQTAB after placing printing request card on top
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ATTACHMENT XVII

BCQERR Program
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LLI;ii),i37T21131fulIWI')11'12),L.0?

3034 F.,:k.,:)7 (i.,),14:I17,141,T1327'01/113,13HI°0))

41L)6 Frf,)±.A7 Iii =

41j1 (1?(L3111:::;Li.,cf,r..;

4LC,1 FL:,;!,\- (11, .), I .ft)::; C i )

'433 1o;. AI it 1 .;11;;ALAP::,1,..;. ,L.'-jr,; itifd CjILFi 1\,11),_;. I

.4022 (H1101Tio'I,CNIAGTIL

Pi.i.?11.1.,14h;TIL.A1

.p, i ''?I'161';,"?,i7l'ikr*Alv;

T Il'"; 1 ? 11 I :; I I

4.1jj4

*
111u,

I 1)1,. '''1;; 11.1 /

*17110,1,.TiY UF

Y.; CO.WHT ;so

KLAS fA0)11

4: 14P,AS (AU:;;f ;';')

..,6,11S;11?

111,.!7'1J

)::?'11')

1 i.1';',T16114;/

f/;..01:;i4 *I7

TA91i1:;::

flIjilicHT :Ii0P,T1114',/,

f::,? '021.101Y Ni.:10k.CUAL..;T

T':1'cJAY CDThg
bIllUATEg Mall
11101!LAW .4R AS 1f;j4...40j

(r)11011.1011,:14 PAZU,IPAINA

'k;?'I1/ :WriCAPATIIA ;;;'t

IF,7,1?:w.;t:NT ALL'?

4. 7110';'"W,W Li 4LLY13??Y,/,
1;110 1 Ti'd? I.:, a rIr AL L C3111 ; ( ?

1%L? 1,),...Y 4 ALL

F5171CATE.rif

i;RH.AS T(AU'ii 1°)

8ESI COPY A'111114if
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..k

L'L'...i(1),L1(1)1(1),GLL..1(1)1L71.

L,L,..fl)111,1(::,),LSLL(d71_1L:.!7.1(v)

P,If.:MY, 5 FIW

Wik

111 or,'T Prr MUMis

.) 1.-t,

Attachment XVII, p. 10
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1)791/0.!6)

WAIT: (37.

n 7 i.:6i)1:1;

II.% 1

,

, ,)

(.1.),L)),,Wjy1

(31.))6)

LS.S.AWILACSINFLS,,C.,...(J),L(3)

WH: )1,.):;,:,)

i ,j(;)

)

PRIA jAiA CLAS:yA 6 , IT:

WHY,'

.0111

r)16J:.4)

WITE

B1.3.:J2A 1;;CL4(1,JILS,',C31(1),LSCCJiIILS1(1),11

(37.2;;A L:;Wifl7LSCC:1(2.)ILSC,;':rd,11L.11

LS.:,60(J)1L0,7,.31(3),LSCC&fl.f1(3)

41,.,r 1H (3r.,%134,) LSCC,WHILSa:SIN11.,,(5)F(.,1())1112::,:1F1;

(:4)

Attachment XVII', p. 11
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(

103 // if,1'6.)A1)

151) FU,ZAT A;i,) A

4:-\ AAn)

);.11,.111i',..,! .;;

1; J,;..

rdA.J1C,PiS I J r,

;

):JIVITY TYP'

q PAT r,...-(:'L

1;1 y7.11147 ';.;11)::1.,..1 /)
*UA0E1W-,471SILIS A

sp:,!ilshi,p);q,I.A;AN,..., i6

*1113j11WI,F,11.:1!:.FAL116 Pi 1::NAISHY1LI'ui

C5;11.1T

LA;;UA'or.

LiO EJILAT GAqUP

.L3ALAJcu ALHGuALYI
J11/7

6IITIGUAL/SWH:

'fluLIT;UAL

= ,111!:L110,1.

1 LiIIITA ,A,;[S17)

Pj91 (f.J7ki.

1510 FIA,CA1 (//////)

(AliE (:.:JC(M1.;)

1;111::

W.; (if
(::111)1:4,1

Acur:

W.:d117 131,1ij

COPY A111161E.
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I'

I ) 7

) 7

.1

! 7 ) ) ) 7

I ) %ie....) ( ) j I 7

i..;!,.:H. (c) I 1..S"..A"'.. 1. )1

I 11":i'ir:;t:2+ '111i):1'.l:.

I L.:L. 7 I I.

'! 7 1.4,1
L I

7 L :L.-. '41.11 i.'.1;17

JAf L:).7i. fc

10)1 I ( 7 7 it, "=.1

) ; )

"," 1 V

7 I 7 ' ' 7 1 ' '

j 7 1,117 i T.,;.,

11 1(.1;fr:Li 7 1 H.2. 7 ""

r r:7 4" 17..;1 7'16.7

T..: '11) )

100)6

'i.t1 ' L., I P

Or

%), 4r;11t. IPA

H IPA I / 1. :;:: .4: II 11 7

I r

;I 1

Tr::

C),

t 4'1 7 I ! 'L ;:". 1.; '

7

111 .71. ' I )

701,! T') 7 I. ' 1.1

.',';'1",;,1 7 I 1 ; 7 I

i 1 1

T Ls:12 I 11...K7ilf

10t1 7-,',1),:; I / ;," 7 1)e:.

I

Tali F ( 1 7 ; : " 1 '. 1 7 ":" 7 u, ! 1:

(31 DESI gri gilEARE

Attachment XVII, p. 14
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141)i 7.1')(7 DIT11371.371.1:4.1':')

7014 FL.il.1,11- (T:37'0 T.A7 H, F .;'17 I
I I

1 ( ) 1 , , )

11,

F C 1 : ) 7

f ( ) 7 '

/ 1 t

H '
71) F I 17

! .7 7111) ILL1

r '.1 I .4;

I 1)

( I.17

L L L.,41,H)

7 ^' H

,7.1,: .1
7 L

) ;{: :

I I 11 1 I I
\ I .17 7 .1

LI

, Ju; 7 7 ii I )7'f' / I j /
' y

71 ,; 171)7 '.,11 71

:1171 7 H Lc.

7::h 7 7 ;

if 'ALL I 7 TLI.,I71"i

7 1207

144! . 1. ;OA ;/1 .111 :; I 7 ilI y
16)7'.:)1'.f4LL

[11.)71i:1 ALL 7 1 j 117

'1.171,117 V Sii,;,11. r SrA.I.1,,Sj1

t I r

I;v.)111..i11' i 414.S.:1'

T1117' 1,.;

?;0 t4r
L.A.;).) f) ."/ L I.

'',J)..14"iPc(7 117
LH '4,,

7
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Writ (37i.J11)

WAFH (31.611)

11:)

Ai;

WRiL13.0,)

(31CA)

'W,;IL (30,1i)

(1,71LP))

W;;IF (317,A4)

131-101)

(311]In

WAIN BINH
WATT : (317;1!,) )

1,LIT7: 13,1021)

Wdf::

ifV1H

t311.:6;,)

E!0

( 1 )7 ( ; . I I

) y I Ird

12.)1:1.Si(.;) ;A))

di)

L

I

IT\

LSS4:..;1( 1) li.S,.1:1.(1)1LSCI.(

1..:?,;h11. (2) d LSC:6
)i)IL,SA-,::1(3)7LSC;iS1(3),LSLA:i(i)

LiSAYIN1LSS"..0:1(4;ILSe;61(= :),At.1(4)
li;SAS1(,) ILSS!'...i:1( 5 )

LSS4S1(0),LSSCi(6)!LSW.1(d7LSC1ifl

I '4z);671"linIF.II
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4,604S Oaf:,

1-1: C)LLi, 1;;;:

FULL,V.. 6 J,vCILH:

(1) P;I:fk.,..,,4-,U1-.SY

(4; IVIAAL ( )

;
I.

)-, ,

.
AI r.j)

U,!;;; W

(4) HI) ;A) A '10' CuL:i

t r - i"Cr f' r,I
(;1.i 1.1 r rNt';; , i

A47 V11.11%;) iaj IL C±, PiJ ',AO'

F,..).C,1 (It? IL)

1ULJJ 1,1i (11, HA,

ic.)1 ;(12,Ii,J.:),IIII67.1,11,11,11,1i111111)).

LCCAR:' At.t. 1 ;.(0.Y.; 140 VARN..),LS fN

:-1.1.'ACjYt; nTAGT

NTAL

1», (), LIA,,r (4), Ct.?,,CTi

* LA,',T1 (4), 1.A....dr (6),

11,E f

O :CLE ((,L:,S) AHO VARIARS c6,'11

EFbE'.,L) Pilf,;LA FLT? PRIPITW)

1iTAL C.;CmTI ";, 1.)

1SLCS (')), 1A6,;1 (j), LILO (4), Ifl7

(a), ALd.

19)1 LILI,E (4), !ALM h),

(), 4JLCi (h), 1,),

1.0;j (o), (o), (b), n.:1

COPY pVRIiWBtE

Attachment XVII, p. 17
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Attachment .XVII, p. 18:k

0Ll7 (CI, (0),

11ACS,
1,7
J.

ITV ,

J.

DraAxE ALL .L.L CA ',AA) A;l1;',t

niniPA
MAL L,r.A-1

D

LI1 id, LA11,1 (:di (,),

0. ,.1 (d7 L,7

l/ LVAA (d/

(dr

ITCY,i,

/VIAJLE.:, IN PAIW,;

fuTAL = 4

ICLA101. IOLHI 1j4kJ

OPE,ISEC01 ES1'LI(.1t1 : IU

MIT1ALILI Yk:1) Td

4

(3)), I:130 (Pd, Ltd

(1,',.C(1)11AL,T0(1)),

oArA 14crv, INTRY 190, /

DIMEWON lj A

P"S.:T ALL :uils4

DATA I . /95/ t-;;;;/1

LY6 P.11 41

;AT, Pi}

1 jah (iidi i ti ditiLAU L

.1;

156



.):01111;:.TH. 11,2,3,4,5, t:1, )711,71121j

1.101,6AfF6 , 16r
, .

?R! ii

iALL

1;;;16 =

1

1)1 j= t7

It,

?t, 1,,',1,!'t- .1; JAIf,

)

( (riAT(11,07 j7.17

) =

Ii (1.10,;TIL

)6 =

10 IF 1)

13 10:X =

-
_

ll.' A

Od 15 1=:.)

(971JoY) ( WT(10), J=1,

= IDLY, + F,4(;),A

=

Si ALL C, ;U; VA;; ALS aRJ,

L.I. TO I);;WC(.:S ti C.L.;SS:1',iC-..

irT ALL 0 VAr',1A6Lj., Lal.'

ld CAL ,C,,LARY)

ATI :Xzi,

fliZT) ::67:;61:)

Cr;
JI

Attachment XVII, p. 19
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%.1 1,.. 00 ;6.6,,AY:; .
,

LT!.?1.11:. TIhL CJir-

JH?!. -

31 =

1..ij I1 WO:i1J-11A1

Ii6fLe, =

3i I4AtA

rid

31 = /

4,J Ir (J!:)I)

4i Of) 47

IF 11AT(I/J))

4) L'JPCII(J-3) = +

1 CAINUr:

GiTj
5j J J=,Aik,

IF ('M(i..,3))

)3 1:1,1:'41,;-:, = 1.YJCi(J-.J) +

').)

ACJI1f111.:, EN 4,

AS

15.3

Attachment XVII, p. 20



50 IF (1 I ! : fl , ) 1

51 1VAL L1: + 1

h

J

J,T)

) ( , 1.r

, H L.

=

IH

LA '

LIi, ):H)

(LL(;:i,

+ 111c:T

:11Y Wk.',

I1

CALL Al:a

(LILL, L1,0-T7

CJ.L 14:.:OkY (L.LLI f, Hio)

CALL AuNY LSACI, L;Li

+

GJ,TU 10

CULL.,;(jQi GJG)T Y :4J0116

rU

6/ 1.0. (LdCA, L.SC,f? WIJ)

11.;

'47)1 '31111181ELus 4 a

Attachment XVII, p. 21
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HLL V -2. 1,;1. i I
4.01

;);,iti 1. t\;:fivriTY
.

1 1 (1(li'A::,i)

IJ .)
1LL )1 (Li 1.

( (.1.11 7 r. -; r,

L7 7 1

1.1 .;

I, )

J L; , LA ;6

CA.L

CAJ:, kC LLCSi1 L1LCS,

CAC. (1.,;LC, M.)

1.1, L..;J

6i 1.,[;ft,r(i) LAL.L(I) + LAAi)

LSL(',..A1

(1P.7) IT

CALL tiLCH.? (JJ)

C\LL L1LC'":,

H. LTIJ)

61: JIAL

A'r) [

CALL

I

LAU tiC, LSPCSI, LS!.,CI:t1

1-SiL.17 1-11,:7 1. +.17

L!.717

.,L.( 1)
LI

H163 E;i vJ

7 r,riN 51,

41i "" ;
g
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LSCCW(11 LSKA(I) LSSCW(I)

8 bi',1,111) CAA(1) f LSSCA(1)

LSCCSil

i i Id 1-711 LSJ,

L;;;,(i) L,(1) L'i)CG..1(1)

Lac..1

C6LLWS7 ijV; L) r,h, ALL

ARrt\':' 1A:J

r;!.1 )T 1:11 Ly.

ILSLC.71(i)) )',/93t1-.'

'Jo LSLI,(1) + L'.;LL1(I)

LAVi(!) = L.A.,1101I)

CjLi(Avs,:
L, AI.

)):0 E.)
11;,)1 ;A.) iii Ili

IF

LSI'Ai) Li:,S(1) 1,1(1)
L..)Ph;Af) = L);!,[J(1) 1,;j

CLUgh.:: A&1 i)EVIMJ 1:,1 14,A

Ai.), 14 SC,Si

1!), 1=1, LSA

IF (LSSCIII)) lr,'3,103110

.103 (LSSCL1(I))

165 LS11)(I) LSSCS1(I)

= (.1:(11 4 L6

103 C:JNII;)U;:.,

C1;LL46: C6ok,Af liRCL!d'S 1A L..:J A. .WS FOk

- FW,1A CCSI

I=1,

tr (1_5'..C1(1)) Iltd11107113

110 IF (WL1(I)) 11;.;111.)1W
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+.10i

115

IF

1

.1X1 AT 1:
Fill !.1!

zHr.;,1 :I ;17

(NCALA) 11:11.1871?

16 CALL WCL1

Fe.0

1)1) i

1;!
,;

MivirY 1"1::.; (LAS/ i,AJ

12. CALL LYIP LaAAJ, LSLASLI LL!..E1,1 Fw,L4:,.

INIJJd

(LiPAS, LSANO, LS)ASI, LS1)AEly 111rij1 ,17

110)1

CALL L'.:7: e, LSSAS1,

T:L)",,;2')

CALL Ld::1( (L;cAS, LS;,,A LiCAEL,

Us" ?yffL;

Si j?

C:1 d

161

61
1

6

Attachment XVII, p. 24
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ATTACHMENT XVIII

BCQTAB Program
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(JAPVAL) ATTACHMENT XVI I I

2001 Fjr.i (.;;;7'10:VA_C:
2.002

2OQ' Ft.;;VIAY ACTiVITI .; I)

2005 fLRAT C r- .:..F 1;!

*E;!.

.200o ZAT":30:0' 1,1 4;1-t YITY

2007 ' !L'.on.-4.1 IVIir I

(f7,;(711AVALii)

.2009. Fjk1::VI I

*t4 '91i)
2010 FO;:.liT (6X,' 1:NALiD CJi.pE FiJ< PRIRY 1,

.

2011 F6k:IM

.201;1. L;UA

2013 t6t0 LA;UATc. OF (1 .

'

Cc...1)E F..it; BASEii 1.24 .1!%.%1_

= 1

-GL TO (1,,374757677/j,

2 W1Ti t3,1:JC2)
k,TU tj

3

4 WXITE (372)

(37.0

(::10) IN
RHII'

/

1
:A

),Lt:,11,12,13),

BEST COPY MAME



A

1 71

!;.

RtliaN 11,11ij
kowl

1-11
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(1)
I

I

LA.

KkiAATY,

Aa

Oji 1v!,11T (/

110
(Ii6lei(f?Ifi1fJ7.11,111fililyfITCLriLl[itCH

( /

I ,

:01j FUI.;/.4
'11V),L1 J, I

.. Mic.0 ,L4

UPENS(,I CAP,0 )41.1:)

, kdr '041 (),), L.)

07:.S1.1 ILL

/,y5f 6I 7730

/1,11 11,11.!

AN TiTLr*:

RII (),D241

Wflr:. ill iL.

1,11.TiIL....
4 T;;Al I :j ,,;;I:1

r" I ri-
titha-
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I,) TLACiR

J

WRI IC (3,I2!3) IUTi

S'JA: ».jv

(ICH
I' II'frH )J'19)

'cAAE TAU06: 6 1,.;

2) IF IIGcLL) 3:6200

,1 IF (f60 )

?)t) LLL PR K

E:1' C71 AUillgistE

Attachment XVIII, p. 4
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1

3/ CALL Pft.ki%

I. ( 1

.1t.1 L (?..r1

( .!.(,,11 I 7

/1 ( .4 ( .
Tt,111

titi).(117.H',1,41.)1 1,.'71167?),,,)

rai L",,r(i

1,.)/

L.;

I . +

, 1 ( 1 ; , , ,I

T,
,

.U)

it.!yi.1711i..j)i: /19

1

11.:, IF (Ii,f 11 1.:3,1ji,11)

112 IF (INACT 3)

ill

I LCI 1

12'J If' (11(":: 111 13'311J1)71,,'.)

t. 14.)F, C
: TJ 1.

177
p .74 T. ITY p

uot 1 lir IiI8LL

Attachment XVIII, p: 5
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12 (;)

1't3114J,14u

111, '.6))

C;;LL'

1:7;)11)671)j

('W:(1j7J) 11 1j)715),15j

133 CA'..1. ('))

1/.=k] I

150,15771

15'1 CiLL 1:,,<T'Ar (13)

IS CArGiiM: 1 i'L)

1) It V.,;111k7Aii.:))) 167160,1-)')

I)) ('AT(Iton!'1) j) 1:-J31163,11,)0

1,),.; CALL PAT::,r:. (i.))

Li CJD;;;;;Y: 1

ib II- (f'AI(LJIN:LI)) 161,167,1:;5

I6j IF 4) 17611ul1.fl

167 CALL PiCI L.1)

Ll CAM;LO:

170 I.,' L 1.75,16073

4) 1.3;)y1FA/17n

11:) CALL (

16!.;

WRITt: 1111 fr .Ail DFIECTELI (160

r''rjT MIZE

Attachment XVIII, p. 6
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IF ilE.A) 167,15

.16 (311.,:l'A

10( (SR; 71

Do LATH:.

PT COPY MIME

IS:

Attachment XVIII, p. 7
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ATTACHMENT XIX

Example of Printed Output for BCQ Data
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,1--IerrE, 'A I V

J,. u4r4 - 1 JULY 1o, 1919

GENERAL DEFINITIUJS a 4..i AbBREJIATIW

I. PATICIPATIO4 PERCENT: THIS PERCENTAGE 110IGAJES THE PEACENI
GROGP :iERE PARTICIPAAT IN THE ACTIVE,

2. ACII,IITY TYPE C,ROUPIN;;S:

SPA4ISH LANGUAGE ARTS: ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS:

SPANISH AS A FIRSI" LANGUAGE
SPA'iISH AS A SECOND .LANGUAGE
READUJG SPANISH
dRITING/SPELLING IN SPANISH
OTHtR SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS

3. LA4GUAGE GRUUP AutiREVIATIIINS:

i-NGLISH AS 4 i''1,Sr LANGuA6E
ENGLISH AS A SECFJND LANGUAGE
READING IN ENGLISH
dRITING/SPELLING IN ENGLISH
OTHE1 ENGLISH LA'4GUAGE ARTS

B3 = BALANCED 6ILI4G
3E = PARTIAL BILINGUA
KS = PARTIAL ;3ILINGUAL
ME = AINULIAGUAL ENG
IS = MONOLINGUAL SPA
LL = LimirLD ENGLTSH/L

4. LISA LANGUAGE GROUPS CONSIST OF BS, MS, AND LL STUDENTS

1846 3EST Ci3r1 AVAIL11.



ATTACHMENT XIV

StU IA THE DATA ANALYSIS LIELOW

IIIMF IA WHICH UNE uR MURE STUDENTS OF THE SPECIFIED LANGUAGE
GROUP OF AIVITIES INDICATED

MAJOR cu,4ri-N1 6, AS: MINOR CONTENT AREAS:

111 ENCE
11-1EMATF,S

1ERMAJOR L.LI,JENT AREAS
IAL

;LiSH DUMINANT
ANISH DOMINANT

Ti[) SPANISH

MUSIC
ART
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OTHER MINOR CONTENT AREAS

1 8 5

g. t 31L
4..,7!7.)g ;) d:



-LL--2-c..1-) cl cn t
TEACHER ID AUM6ER = 94136

-41V e. I

ACTIVITY: E4GLISH AS A 3ECUND LANGUAGE
*TIME

ALLOToENT:
***,*******************************.*****************-----***I1L6
* *

I4sTRUCTIO\1:

MIN/DAY PERCENT
*

4
--

*

*

*

*

PRIMARY

TEACHER
It:am TEACHER
AESOuRCE
TEACHER AIDE
OTHER

INSTkUuTuK:

MIA/DAY PLRCENT

0 0

0 U
20 100
0 0
0 0

*
*

*
-,

*

-,
--

*

*

*

LANGUAGE Ur

PRIMARILY ENG
PRImAAILY SPAN
ALTERNATING
CODE SNITCHING

2U 10011
0 0
C 0

0 011

ACTIVITY: MATHEMATICS Ttle ALLOTMEAT: L8

***************************************************************
* *

, PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR: * LANGUAGE OF PISTAUCTILH: 11...

* *

;x mIA/DAY PERCENT
* *

*

,- TEALHEA lb 100 *-

,- TEAM TEACHER 0 0 *

4 RESOURCE u 0 4

-

* TEACHER AIDE 0 0 *

* OTHER u 0 *

1- 4

M NI/DAY P ERCEIT

PRIARIEY ENG . 0 U
PRIvARILY SPAN 0

ALTEAN r

`

CODE SNITCHING
18
'0

1011-
0

**********444*********************************4**********44**' *

*********************************44***4***4*****************
TImE ALLOTmENT-ACTIVITY: ENGLISH AS A FIRST LANGUAGE

* ,

* PR 1,'.4 INsTRUGTOR: ,- LANJGUAGE OF INSTRO.k;TIUN:
* *

* MI. /UAY PERCENT * MI/DAY PERCEPT
* -

* TEACHER 27 100 * PR16ARILY ENG 27 1001
* TEAM TEACHER 0 3 - PRIMARILY SPAN.. 0 011

* RESOURCE 0 0 * ALTERNATING 0

)OTHER 0 0
TEACHER AIDE 0 0 * CODE SWITCHING

1
* *

***************************************************************

ACTIVITY: ,PAIsH AS A FIRST LANGUAGE TIME ALLOTMENT: 1,
******************************IA*******************************

*
PRIMARY INsTR -UCTUR: - LJA1 NGUAGE OF IlSTRUCTIU: II

*

* *

* MINOMY PERCENT * MIN/DAY PERCE T
* *

* TEACHER 27 100 * PRIMARILY ENG 0 0

* TEAM TEACHER U 0 * PRIMARILY SPAN 27 100

di
* RESOURCE 0 0 * ALTERNATING 0

* TEACHER AIDE U U * CODE SWITCHING .0

* OTHER 0 0 *
* *

*****************************************q****************
II:186 147



Attachment XIV, PAGE 1(1_

.x0,tep4*********4.-**********************************************
*

I-
AGUAGE OF mATErcIAL.i: * LANGUAGE GROUPS INSTRUCTED: *

, PARTICIPATION 4-

* MIN/DAY pERGENT *

20as; 1UG:

4

4 BE

: S
aS

,

20

20

20

0

100
100

IOU
A

4

*

* LL 20 ,

MIN/DAY ptRcEAr

,..NIGLISii 20 100
5PA417)1A 0 0

.);11-0. a

0 '1'&(1,-1L1' 0 0

::4:444:;"*.-4.-44444444444444*4444,44444.-444444444444*****-4-4=444,4:4=!:*

1.4/014Y
:4..::-4,4*.s44:4****1-4:4:'.1:4*:4:44--*******4-444*,;(4-44:::4*****4'44**4***;(**44 4**

*

LANk;uA6E uF mANRIALS: - LANGUAGE GROUPS INSTRULTED: ,

* PARTICIPATION *
`"IN /DAY PERCENT 4

4

18 100 4

18 100 -,

18 100 ,

0 0 ,

18 100 4

18 100
:4**,,1***4:**************************************************

MIN/DAY PERCENT 4
.

fsi:A-I'01 0 0 -

sP,4141- 0 0

:::

,,nT'ri 18 100
JO ,IAT:IKI4LS 0 0 ME

* MS
* LL

A/ DAY
:y4:***4.-4:444444444444:444**44444444-44444444444444444*******44:44

CAGOAGE OF MATERIALS= * LANGUAGE GROUPS INSTRUCTED: *

* PARTICIPATION 4

MIN /i)AY PERCEAT ,., MIN/OAY PERCENT *

* *

ENGLISH 27 100 * 86 27 100 *

SPANISti 0 0 r bE 27 100 *

6070 0 0 * 65 0 0' 4

A0 OT,::'RIALS 0 0 * ME 0 0 4
* ,iS 0 0 *

* LL 0 0 *

"44:4"****444444***44444:4414#444444444444*************4444444444

N/DAY#0**"*********************************************************

LANGUAGE OF MATERIALS:

,.,

* LANGUAGE GROUPS INSTRUCTED:
* PARTICIPATION

4
*

*

MIN/DAY PERCENT *

4

MIN/DAY PERCENT -x

*

ENGLIS11 0 0 * 88 0 0 *

sPAAISh e7 LOU * GE 0 0 *

00TH 0 0 * BS 27 100 *

NO MAT 1:RIALS 0 0
:

0 0 *

% 27 100 *

LL 27 100 *

4g**"*********************************************************
18<



TEACHER ID NUMBER = 9436

ACTIVITY: wRITING/sPELLING IN ENGLISH TIME ALLOTMENT:
***4********************************************************1

INSTRUCTION: I

1N/DAY PE.RCE

U
0 I

U 0
9 100
U 0

*****************************.********************.,:*************1

-,-
4.

*

*

PRIetAkY INSTRUCTOR:
4
*
4

LANGUAGE OF

* MIN/DAY PERCENT *
*

* TEACHER 9 100 * PRIMARILY ENG
- TEA:A, TEACHER U * PRIMARILY SPAN

RESOURCE 0 0 ,_
- ALTERNATI4r,

TEACHER AIDE U U * CODE SWITCHING
4 uTHER C) U *

* *

ACTIVITY: PoYsICAL EDUCATION TIME ALLOTmENT: 1

* ** *4 *************4********* 4:************** x 4 ***************
* * 1

* PRI/fAKY 1145T'tUCriYA: -,' LANGUAGE uF INSTAuCTION:
4 *

mI.Jit;AY PERCENT * MIN/D;',Y Pli.CE
Y.c *

u 0

0 U

15 IOU
0 U

*******c************************************4%***************

* Ti7ACHEA 15 100 * PRImARILY E0
* ri,]/11 TEACHER u u * PAINARILY SPAN

KESOUkCF u U * ALTERNATING
* TEACHFR AIDE 0 u * LODE SWITCHING

OTHEk U U *

$ , *

ACTIVITY: OTHER SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS TIME ALLOTMENT:
**************************************************************

PR1ARY INSTROuTOR: * LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTIU4:
* *

MIN/DAY PERCENT * MIN/DAY PERCEN

* TEACHER 15 100 * PIItARILY ENG 0 0

* TEA TEACHEk U 0 * PRIMARILY SPA'4 15 100
* RESOURCE 0 U * ALTERNATING 0 0

* TECHErc 41pc: 0 0 * CODE SWITCHING U 0

* OTHER 0 0 ,

* 4
**************--" ********************************************

AC:TVITY: MUSIC TIME ALLOTMENT: 1

**************************************************************
* *

* PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR: LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION:
* *

MIN/DAY PERCENT * MIN/DAY PERCEN
* *

* icACHER 15 106 * PRIMARILY ENG 0 0

* TEAM TFAC!iF 0 0 * PRIWRILY SPAN 0 0

* RESUUc 0 0 r ALTERNATING 15 100

* TEACHtr. 0 0 * CODE SWITCHING '0 0

* OTHER U 0 *
* *

***4******4.!: =:',*****-4...**********4*******************************:

148 188



Attachment XIV, PAGE

IN/D,4Y
"************-4,-*******4-***********ec******4--*****************.*****

LANGUAGE liF mATE"RfALs: * LANGUAGE GROUPS INSTRUCTED: 4
- PARTICIPATION

MIWDAY Pt CENT *
*

MIA/DAY PERCENT *

:::WiLIISH 0 0 - BO 15 100 ,

SH 15 100
i.)0 U 4'

OT 15 100 * OS
!

15h 100
*

NO flATERI ALS U U
: g 15

0

100
U

*

,
'''

**c. e.:*****4t***:,:*;t 44 ***.it***4:*********4 *********************4***i 4' LL 15 I
OU

,

limly
4.4.4:4:#4***4=4**,A4,44-4444:****:***,,,A44****************-4,****-44c4.4,

I
LANGUAGE OF mATi=AIALS:

MIN/DAY PtRCEAT

INC L I SH

dUTH
PANISH 15

.0

0
10L))

0

MATERIALS 0 0

4

* LANGUAGE GROUPS INSTRUCTED:
4 PARTICIPATION
* MIN/DAY PtRCENT

15 100
15 100

ilS 15 100
! tio:6:

0 U

* MS 15 100
* LL 15 100

4

:
.,

4.,

*
*

*

4

.!**4:*4 -4--* 4 44 **4-4--*****44=4: 4=4c4=4,4*4:****,,:**4*************;(**************

11/0AY
4,******************4c4****4****4:4444***************4******4**4

I 4=

LANGUAGE OF MATERIALS: LAAGUAuc GROUPS INSTRUCTED: 4

* PARTICIPATIUN *

C

MIN/DAI PERCEIT *
*

MIN/DAY PERCENT
*
4

ENGLISH 0 0 * bB 15 100 *

SPANISH 0 0 * bE 15 100 *

110TH 15 100 * bS 15 100 *

0 MATERIALS 0 0 * ME 0 u *

4- MS 15 100 *

* LL 15 _00 *

II **************************************************************

4**4

I 4=

LANGUAGE OF MATERIALS: LAAGUAuc GROUPS INSTRUCTED: 4

* PARTICIPATIUN *

C

MIN/DAI PERCEIT *
*

MIN/DAY PERCENT
*
4

ENGLISH 0 0 * bB 15 100 *

SPANISH 0 0 * bE 15 100 *

110TH 15 100 * bS 15 100 *

0 MATERIALS 0 0 * ME 0 u *

4- MS 15 100 *

* LL 15 _00 *

II **************************************************************



0
TEACHEk 10 MI-ER = 943o

COLLAP:)14G AC':.uSS LANGUAGE ARTS: ******;*****$*:
L.ANIIAGi

I 1

I
Pk1MAkILY
PRI..',AkILY SP
ALTERNATING
CUDE SwITCHI.G

,_
-,

*

*

PkL4ARY INSFAUCTOm:

SPA'TIS.h ENGLISH

*

*

*
*

LANG AkTS: L GAN ARTS:
*

4,

* ilIN/ PER- MIN/ PEA-
* 04Y CENT OAY CENT *

* *

* TEACHER 42 lug 3u u4 -

* T::1 Trick U 0 0 0 *

* RE6jUkCE u 0 20 33 4

' TEACHLIt: AljE u 0 U 0 *

* UTHER u U U . U *

* -,

11******************************************************. **4

*

*

*

*

LANGUAGE GRJUPS INSTRUCTED (PAkT 1):

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS: ENGLISH LANGUAC ,a: ;:

* MIN/ PAkTICIPAT1JA CENT MIA/ PARTICIPATIOA RCE
, UAY OF LANG ARTS 3t\MTE0 DAY OF LANG ART6 D. UTE
4, Tu SPANISh LAAG AkTS IL) ,AGLISH LANG ART

*
* t , 15 21 26 79

* OF 15 21 26 7)

* BS 42 . 29 29 41

*
*

ME
:),s

0

42 .

0

59
0

29
0

41
li

, LL 42 54 29 41

149

150



Attachment XIV, PAGE 3c,

4: 4 *4*** * * 4: 4:4: ** *4: 4: 4: * 4 * * * 4 4: * 4:4: * 4: 4- 4 * 4: * * 4: * * * * * * 4: 4: * *4: 4: * 4:4 4: * 4: * * * ** 4:

4.
*

4: ;3L-AGF OF MATERIALS:

SH t:'...A. I Sci * SPA.4I SH ENGL I Sit 4:

1.-< r; : ,;= LANG ARTS: L A'4G t4i TS : *

4:

-,

.r) L K -* t 'i 1 1. / PER i\1 I N / P E R
.,

,E \T 0 A Y CE,4T 4 LJAY CET l.) Y #LE I T

4
4

0 47 83 * E .10 L I Sii U 0 4 7 83
,.,

100 U U 4 S P AN I S i t 42 100 u 0 ,,.

1 C) 4 `:... :iTti 0 .0

C.) 0 u * N,1 IA7E:A I ALS 0 0 0 0 ,

* 4

4

* *4: * *

4

LANGJAGE GROUPS INSTRUCTED (PART 2):

.;irRAGE -CROSS
LL LAN0 GROOT'S

A.E PRESENTED

AVLRAGE ACROL,S
:,FSA LA46 6R3OPS

PtNESENTEU

AVERAGE PART IC IPAT ION
PER0EAT OF LANG AR TS
OEVoTco TO SPANISH
LA AR TS

AVERAGE PAR I IC IPA T ION
PLRCEN T OF LANG AR TS
DEVOTED TO ENGLISH
LANG ARTS

,t 5b

59 41

*

4

4:**********************4***************************************



R. Lid

. TEA6H1--:R IU NUM0R = .943b

INSTRUCTION IN E1GLISH:

AIN/ PARTICIPATION PERCENT
DAY OF AAJOR CONTENT AREA

1!AUGHT IN EAULISH

CULLAP, I 1G ACROSS HAJOR CONTENT AREAS:
******4*******************************41************************

* LAIGUAGE GAUUPS INSTRUCTED (PART 1):

.`,

*

* :IA/ PARTIUIPATION PERCENT
* :,AY F AJCR CO 1r±1 AREAS
* TAUGHI IN SPANISH

11S.TRuCTI0 IN SPANISH:

* uo
* -.E.

* uS

* MS
* LL
*

INSTRUCTION IN E1GLISH:

AIN/ PARTICIPATION PERCENT
DAY OF AAJOR CONTENT AREA

1!AUGHT IN EAULISH

INSTRUCTION IN ElOLISH:

MIA/ PARTICIPATION PERCENT
DAY OF ALL CUNTENT AREAS

TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

-9 ....) -9 '.50

9 50 .9 5U

4 50 v 50
0 "0 3 6

V 50 9 50
t9 50 .9 5u

CdLLAP...11V.; ,11 NOR CONTEN1 AREAS:
-*.********************************************

::ANuUAuE !;ROUOS INSTRUCiu,) (PARr 1):

IASTRUCI1O1 11 EN;GLISH:1 7...66fION IN SPANISH:

CLJLLAPS11G A.:RUSS .ioTH COATLNT ARL4 TYPS:
**************4**************************************

LAN:sUAJ,L GRoUPS INSTRuCTED (PART 1):

N SPANISH:14S1AUUTIoN IN SPANISH:

PARTICIPATION PERCENT
UAY OF ALL CONTENT AREAS

TAUGHT IN SPANISII

23 41
* bE 23 47
* 23 47
* ME 0
* tS ?3 47
* LL 23 47

PARTICIPATION PERCENT
UAY OF ALL CONTENT AREAS

TAUGHT IN SPANISII

23 41
* bE 23 47
* 23 47
* ME 0
* tS ?3 47
* LL 23 47

R. Lid

INSTRUCTION IN ElOLISH:

MIA/ PARTICIPATION PERCENT
DAY OF ALL CUNTENT AREAS

TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

25

25

25

25

25
25
25
25

53
53
53

53
53
53

53
53
53
53

* -,

192 150

* -,

192 150



Attachment XIV, PAGE 4,--

----4-*******************************************************

LANGUAGE GRWPS INSTRUCTED (PART 2):

AVERAGE PARTICIPATION
PERCENT OF CIAJuR
CONTENT AREAS fAUGiiT
IA SPANISH

AVERASE PARTICIPATION
PERCENT OF MAJOR
coNrcw AREAS TAuGHT
IN ENGLISH

NEnAGE ACAuSS
LL LANG GROUPS 50 50

EPRESENTED

VERAGE ACROSS
ESA LANG GROUPs
EPRESF4TED

50

.J.

4

4

4

4

*************************************************************4:

*****************************************************

AVL':RAGc PARTICIPATION AVERAGE PARTICIPATION! *
PERCE4T OF 11Aii7t PERCENT OF MINUk
CONTENT AREAS riltuGhr CONTENT AREAS TAUGHT
IN SPANISH IN ENGLISH -

VERAGE ACRUSS
LL LANG GRoUPS 40 54

EPRESE1TED

LA4GOAGE GRo0PS INSTRUCTED (PART 2):

VERAGE ACkosS
ESA LANG GRaiPS 4o 54

EPrtESENI-ED

:**************************************************************

**************************************************************

LANGUAGE GROUPS INSTRUCTED (PART 2):

VERAGE ACROSS
LL LANG GROUPS
EPRESENTEG

VERAGE ACRUSS
ESA LANG GROUPS
EPRESENTED .

AVERAGE PARTICIPATION
PERCENT OF ALL
CONTENT AREAS TAUGHT
Il SPANISH

47

AVERAGE PARTICIPATION
'PERCENT OF ALL
CONTENT AREAS TAUGHT
IN ENGLISH

53

47 53

4

4
4

4
4
4

4

**************************************************************
r-



(113% I

Isl. Gracie
COLLAP;IG ACRUSS ALL CLASsROUMS SUI'iMITTE0 (q = 16):

**********************************************************

LAAGUA,;E GRUGPS INSTRUCTED IA
LANGUAGE ARTS:

* AVLKA6E PARTICIPATION AVERAGE PARTICIPATIOA
.,,, PLRCENT PER CLASSROON1 PERks-LTT Pb LLASSAAOM

OF LA:46 ARTS OEVOTLO UF LAAG AKTS JEVUTED
f3 SPAAISH LANG ,:;KTS TO '.4:.;LISti LA,IG ARTS

39 ul
:,..; 6ti 16 3it

2.t JS o5 .32
,.....

; Ir. 43 71
61 39

4 LL 100

- AVERAGE A0,-WS;
- ALL LA V; :;raA-4'S 51 46
* K.IPRI'SE1VED

4. A1/4.11,n

* LESA LV46 GRuOPS 76 23

*

Lm46u4GE GROUPS I,JSTUCTE0 Iq
C.J4TE41. AE S:

AVERAGE PARTRAPATION AVERAGE PART/CIPATION
PEkCENT PE'R CLASSROX.1 PERCENT PER CLASSROOA

CONTENT AREAS OF MINjk CONTiiNT AREA
TAUGHT IA SPANISH TAUGHT I. ENGLISH

P.
4 6t
4 1-1S

28
19
30
11

72
61
73
89

45 34 66

LL () 100

* AVERAGE ACRUJS
* ALL LAAG GROUPS 20 19

* REPRESENTEJ

AVERAGI,:: 4C0.
LESA LANt., GRuUPS 21 78

* REPRSEATED

A

***************************************************************

151194



Attachment XIV, PAGE

,:z***Av*4#**4***4*****4******4-4****************************

LANGUAGE GROUPS INSTRUCTED IN
MAJOR CO1TENT AREAS:

AVERAGE PARTICIPATION AVERAGE PARTICIPATION *
PERCENT PER CLASSROOM PERCENT PER CLASSROOM *
OF MAJOR CONTENT AREAS OF MAJOR CONTENT- AREAS*
TAUGHT IN SPAAISo TAUGHT IN ENGLI;;H

as 22 76 *

oE 13 8/ *

AS 47 53 *

,iE 22 70 *

;-IS 43 57 *

LL 25 75 *

)ERAGE ACROSS
LL LANG GROUPS Z4 71

4---PRESENrED

VERAGE ACROSS
ESA LA4G GROUPS 38 61

EPRESENTLO

**4--****************************4--***********4--******************
LANQUAGE GRIJOPS INSTRUCTED IN

ALL CONTENT AREAS:

AVERAGE PARTICIPATION AVERAGE
PERCENT PER CLASSROOM PERCENT
UF ALL COLTEJT AREAS OF ALL
TAUGHT IN SPANISH TAUGHT

PARTICIPATION
PER CLASSROOM

CONTENT AREAS
IN ENGLISH

*

*

*

Bo 25 75 *

dE
CS

16
38

84
62

,

*

ME 16 84 *

MS 39 61 *

LL 9 91 *
+AI

VERAGE ACROSS
LL LANG GROUPS 23

LPRESENTEO

.VERAGE / CROSS
ESA LANG GROUPS 28 71.

.EPRESENTED

:************************************************************44



ATTACHMENT XX

Patterns of Instruction for Different Program Types



% of Language
Arts devoted
to Spanish
Language Arts

(LESA)

90:

80-

70-

60-

50-

40-

30-

20:

10:

i
I I

,

, I I

K 1 2 3 4 5

Grade Levels

153 1 9 7



% of content
areas taught
in Spanish

(L ESA

100-

90-

80-

70-

60-

50:

40-

30-1

20-

10-

Grade Levels

.major content areas

minor content areas

combined

154

198



% of Language
Arts devoted
to Spanish
Language Arts

( BS)

100{

90

80

70-

60

50-

40-

30-

20-

10-

1 2 3 4 5

Grade Levels

155

199



nog

90-

% of content 80:

areas taught
in Spanish

70-

(0S)

60-

50:

40:

K

ow 61

1 2 3

Grade Levels

major content areas

minor content areas

combined

156
2O



% of Language
Arts devoted
to Spanish
Language Arts

(MO

100-

90-

80-i

70

60*

50

40-

301

20-

10-

K 1 2 3 4

Grade Levels

157 201



100:

90i

% of content 801
areas taught
in Spanish

(M5)

60-

50-

30-

20

10

1 2 3

Grade Levels

Major content areas

Minor content areas

combined

158 202

4 5



% of Language
Arts devoted
to Spanish
Language Arts

B

100-

90-

80

70

60

50-

40-

30-

20-1

10-

1

K 1 2 3 4 5

Grade Levels

159 203



% of content
areas taught
in Spanish

(B 3)

100-

90

80-

70-

60

50-

40-

301

20-

10-

3

Level s

major content areas

minor content areas

combined

160

204



ATTACHMENT XXI

Scattergrams for Second Urban Site

205



100

To Lalipacir

Arts Devoted

to Spanish

Lanytguye

arts (M)

40

20

4

x

x

206

K
2

grade Level

5

26'



0/6 Con Ten T

Areas Tallit

ih SP";"
60

((ESA)

x

x

xl

X

203

32

Grade Level



ATTACHMENT XXII

LoU Interview Booklet

21



SEDL/February 1979

LoU INTERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

1. CHIT-CHAT - WEATHER, ETC.

2. WHY AND WHAT THE STUDY IS ALL ABOUT.

3. TRYING TO FIND OUT ABOUT YOUR USE OF BILINGUAL
EDUCATION.

4. PURPOSE IS TO DESIGN A STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.

5. I'D LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY
TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR TEACHING.

6. RE: SOMETHING ABOUT THE RECORDER.

7. FOCUS INTERVIEW - SET OF QUESTIONS.

211
165



LoU INTERVIEW

NONUSER

HAVE YOU EVER TAUGHT IN THE PAST? IF SO, WHEN?

WHY DID YOU STOP?

IF YES:

CAN YOU DESCRIBE FOR ME HOW YOU ORGANIZED YOUR USE OF

WHAT PROBLEMS YOU FOUND?

WHAT EFFECTS IT APPEARED TO HAVE ON STUDENTS'?

WHEN YOU ASSESS AT THIS POINT IN TIME, WHAT DO YOU
SEE AS THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES?

ACQUIRING ARE YOU CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR ANY INFORMATION ABOUT
INFORMATION: 2

WHAT KINDS?

FOR WHAT PURPOSES?

HAVE YOU MADE A DECISION TO USEr. IN THE

FUTURE?

IF SO, WHEN WILL YOU BEGIN USE?','!



LoU INTERVIEW SEDL 2/79

CONFIGURATION HUNT

Spanish Reading

ARE YOU CURRENTLY TEACHING SPANISH READING?

(If NO - Ask NONUSER questions.)

If YES - Ask the following:

PLEASE DESCRIBE FOR ME THE STRUCTURE OF THE SPANISH READING PROGRAM IN
YOUR CLASSROOM.

If needed, ask the following questions to search out minimum criteria:

1. What materials do you use? Are you using the Spanish version?

2. Who is it taught to (language classification of students)?

3. How much time is spent in Spanish reading each day/week?

4. Is there a period specified in the Daily Schedule?

ESL 1. Do you have children in your class of limited English-speaking ability?

2. Do you do anything different in oral English development for these
children that you would not normally do for monolingual English-speaking
children of the same age? If YES - proceed; If NO - go to NONUSER.

3. Do you do this consistently?

4. Is this something you do frequently (daily? amount of time ?)?

CONTENT 1. Now let's talk about the content areas. Is there any content area (math,

AREAS science, social studies) that you teach the concepts first in Spanish?

If YES - proceed; If NO - go to NONUSER.

2. Single out the area, or one of the areas mentioned, and ask, "Do you
do this consistently?"

3. Is this something you do frequently (daily? amount of time?)?

Minor Content Proceed as in CONTENT AREAS above.
Areas

CULTURE 1. Tell me about any kinds of things that you do that might fall in the
area of CULTURE IN THE CLASSROOM.

2. To whom is this taught (language classification of the students)?

3. Do you do this consistently?

4. Is this something you do frequently (daily? amount of time?)?

167



LoU INTERVIEW

USER

ASSESSING/ WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF YOUR OWN
KNOWLEDGE OF

HAVE YOU MADE ANY ATTEMPT TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT WEAKNESSES?
THEY MENTIONED SPECIFICALLY.)

ACQUIRING ARE YOU CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR ANY INFORMATION ABOUT
INFORMATION

WHAT KIND?

FOR WHAT PURPOSES?

SEDL 2/79

PROGRAM

(PROBE THOSE

LoU V DO YOU WORK WITH OTHER PEOPLE IN YOUR USE OF

HAVE YOU MADE ANY CHANGES IN YOUR USE OF
THIS JOINT EFFORT?

IF YES:

SHARING

ASSESSING

BASED ON

1. HOW DO YOU WORK TOGETHER?

2. HOW OFTEN?

3. WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE EFFECTS OF THIS COLLABORATION?

4. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR ANY PARTICULAR KIND OF INFORMATION IN RELATION
TO THIS COLLABORATION?

5. DO YOU TALK WITH OTHERS ABOUT YOUR JOINT EFFORT (collaboration)?
IF SO, WHAT DO YOU SHARE WITH THEM?

6. HAVE YOU ASSESSED, EITHER FORMALLY OR INFORMALLY, HOW YOUR
COLLABORATION IS WORKING?

7. WHAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE FOR WORKING TOGETHER IN THE FUTURE?

IF YES, ask next question; if NO, proceed to sharing.

8. ARE YOU CONSIDERING OR PLANNING TO MAKE MAJOR MODIFICATIONS OR
REPLACE AT THIS TIME?

DO YOU EVER TALK WITH OTHERS ABOUT 9

(HAVE YOU CONSIDERED ANY ALTERNATIVES OR DIFFERENT WAYS OF DOING
THINGS WITH ?)

ARE YOU DOING ANY EVALUATING? EITHER FORMALLY OR INFORMALLY, THAT
WOULD AFFECT YOUR USE OF

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY FEEDBACK FROM STUDENTS THAT WOULD AFFECT THE
WAY YOU'RE TEACHING

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH THE INFORMATION THAT YOU GET?

214
168-



LoU INTERVIEW SEDL 2/79

III/IVA/IVB HAVE YOU MADE ANY CHANGES RECENTLY IN HOW YOU USE

WHAT?

WHY?

HOW RECENTLY?

II/IVA/IVB ARE YOU CONSIDERING MAKING ANY (OTHER) CHANGES?

PLANNING/ IN LOOKING AHEAD TO LATER THIS YEAR,

STATUS WHAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE IN RELATION TO YOUR USE OF
REPORTING .

III-V/VI ARE YOU CONSIDERING OR PLANNING TO MAKE MAJOR MODIFICATIONS OR
REPLACE AT THIS TIME?

215
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ATTACIIMENT XXIII

LoU Rating Sheet

216



Tape #:

Date: / /

Site:

#:

LEVEL OF USE RATING ,SKEET

Interviewer:

Rater:

Level Knowledge
Acquiring

Sharing Assessing Planning

Status

Reporting

Performing Overall LoU

Non-Use 0 0 0 0 0 0

D.P. A

,0

Orientation I I I I I I I I

D.P. B

Preparation II II .
II II II II II II

D.P. C

Mechanical Use III III III III III III III III

D.P. D-1

Routine IVA IVA IVA IVA IVA IVA IVA IVA

D.P. D-2

$144
Refinement IVB IVB IVB IVB IVB IVB IVB IVB

D.P. E

Integration V V . V V V V V

D.P. F

Renewal VI VI VI VI VI VI VI VI

User is

not doing:

ND ND ND ND ND ND ND

No information

In interview:

NI NI NI NI NI NI NI

........'
.NININ=1

Past User
Estimated past LoU

The amount of information in the Interview was:

The interviewee:

The interviewee:

insufficient

for rating

does not fit

on the chart

was very difficult

to interview

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

7

very adequate

for rating

fits well

on the chart

was no problem

to interview
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE

TEACHING OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

2-21I

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
Division of Bilingual and International Education

211 East Seventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701

APRIL 1979
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NAME Date

DISTRICT SCHOOL GRADE

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL)

The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain information about the teaching of
English as a Second Language (ESL) in the bilingual classroom. The responses from
this questionnaire will be used to design inservice education for teachers, and will
not be used to evaluate teacher knowledge, skills, or attitudes. Thank you for taking
time to complete this task.

1. Do you have children in your class of limited English-speaking ability? (Check one

Yes Fo If No, go to page , Part A.

2. Do you do anything different in oral English development for these children that
you would not normally do for monolingual English-speaking children of the same
age? (Check one)

Yes If Yes, answer questions 3-5.

No If No, go to page , Part A.

3. How much time is spent on ESL each day (or week)?

4. Is there a period specified in the daily schedule?

Yes No

5. Please circle the statement which most accurately describes your present
involvement with ESL, for each of the following sets of statements:

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

1.1 I am in the process of trying to learn how to teach ESL with most of my
personal efforts being directed toward logistics, time, management,
resource organization, etc.

1.2 My ESL program is going along satisfactorily with few, is any, problems.
No changes, or only minor changes, in my use of ESL have been initiated
or are currently under consideration.

I AM PRESENTLY OR HAVE BEEN WITHIN THE PAST THREE MONTHS
. .

1.3 experimenting with some new ways of doing things to see if I can't get
greater student involvement and achievement.

1.4 meeting with other teachers'on a regular basis for the purpose of increasl
ing the English language skills of our limited English-speaking students.
We have already made some changes which we feel will achieve this end.

1.5 experimenting with some additional; or very
ESL to my limited English-speaking students
effective with these children.

different, ways of teaching
that I believe will be more

11:7.p.if....Abtf.12,411.t. -1,_._.....- ..._::::. ..
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Page Two

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

2.1 I don't remember doing any formal or informal planning in the past three
months that is related to my program of ESL.

I HAVE BEEN WITHIN THE PAST THREE MONTHS OR AM CURRENTLY IN THE PROCESS'OF

2.2 meeting with other teachers on a regular basis for the purpose of planning
specific ways to increase student achievement in English language profi-
ciency.

2.3 planning some changes in my,own ESL program that I believe will signifi-
cantly improve the English language proficiency of my students.

2.4 planning specific activities and/or changes in my ESL program that relate
primarily to my present use of the resources and personnel we have
available.

2.5 planning specific c'..,ages in my ESL program that relate primarily to
managerial, organizational, or logistics kinds of problems.

2.6 planning for increasing student English language skills through greatly
modifying or replacing our present program of ESL.

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

3.1 I don't remember doing any formal or informal assessment of my ESL program

within the past three months.

AT SOME POINT WITHIN THE PAST THREE MONTHS

3.2 I have assessed my collaborative efforts with others and the impact of my
collaboration on the English language skills of my limited English-speaking
students.

3.3 I have been assessing the advantages and disadvantages of particular
means for greatly modifying or replacing my present program of ESL instruc-

tion for the purpose of improving student achievement.

3.4 I have done some evaluating (either formally or informally) of ESL pro-
grams and find that no change, or only minor changes, are needed in my

program for the immediate future.
-

3.5 I have appraised the strengths and/or weaknesses of my ESL program in
terms of time and management problems and how well the students like it.

3.6 I have assessed my ESL program and, based on that assessment, I have made
several minor changes, or a major change, for the purpose of improving
student achievement..

-2 9
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Page Three

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

4.1 I don't remember sharing information about my ESL program with anyone
during the past three months.

WHEN I HAVE SHARED INFORMATION WITH SOMEONE ABOUT MY SPANISH READING PROGRAM
DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS

4.2 we have generally talked about ways of reducing time and management
problems.

4.3 we have generally discussed ways I have changed my program to improve
student achievement.

4.4 we have generally discussed ways I collaborate with others to improve

student achievement.

4.5 I have usually described my present program and talked about how well
satisfied I am with it.

4.6 We have generally talked about alternatives for improving student achieve-
ment, that could replace or greatly modify my present program (that would

improve the English language proficiency of my students).

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

5.1 I feel my present program of ESL instruction has been moving along
satisfactorily over the past few months and, therefore, am not looking
for any new information at this time.

I HAVE BEEN (WITHIN THE PAST THREE MONTHS), OR CURRENTLY AM, IN THE PROCESS OF

5.2 seeking information on ways of changing my ESL program to increase the
English language proficiency of my of students.

5.3 looking for information and materials, for the purpose of increasing
student achievement in English language proficiency, which can replace or
greatly modify our present program of ESL.

5.4 seeking information and opinions about how to collaborate with others in
order to increase the English language proficiency of our students.

5.5 looking for information about ways of reducing the amount of time and --
work required to teach my present program of ESL...
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Page Four

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

6.1 I know of other means that could be used to replace or greatly modify

those that we are currently using, which would improve the English

language proficiency of my students.

6.2 My knowledge of teaching ESL includes an understanding of the requirements

for both short and long term activities, and I am able to conduct those

activities within a minimum of stress.

6.3 I know how to collaborate with others in order to increase the ESL English

language proficiency of our students.

6.4 I know both the cognitive and affective consequences of teaching ESL to

my students and ways of changing my program in order to increase student

achievement.

6.5 I know the day-to-day requirements of teaching ESL and the short-term

effects those activities have on my students.

STOP, DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTIONS ON PARTS A AND B.

PART A - NOT TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL)

1. Are you presently (or have been in the past three months) looking for any

information about ESL? Yes No

If Yes,'what kinds of information have you been seeking and for what purposes?

. Have you made a decision to use ESL in the future?

Yes No.

If Yes, when will you begin use?

3. Have youtaught ESL in the past?
.---------
.,- -

Yes If Yes, go. to Part C NO

1-*W:snr:t.

.
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Page Five

PART B - NOT TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE BUT TAUGHT IT IN THE PAST

1. When did ) I teach ESL?

2. Why did you stop?

3. When you assess ESL at this point in time, what do you see as the strengths and
weaknesses of ESL, as used in that situation?

..

Based on concepts from the Levels of Use chart and
Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM)-developed at
The University of Texas Research and Development
Center for Teacher Education. 295
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE

TEACHING OF SPANISH READING
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MARCH 1979
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NAME DATE

DISTRICT SCHOOL GRADE

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE TEACHING OF SPANISH READING

The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain information about the teaching of

Spanish Reading in tt7e bilingual classroom. The responses from this questionnaire

will be used to desi,!n inservice education for teachers, and will not be used to

evaluate teacher knowledge, skills, or attitudes. Thank you for taking time to

complete this task.

1. Do you currently teach Spanish Reading in your classroom? (Check one)

Yes If Yes, answer questions 2 -6. No If No, go to page 4, Part A.

2. What materials do you use (please include the language of the materials)?

3. What is (are) the language classification(s) of the students to whom Spanish

Reading is taught?

4. How much time is spent in Spanish Reading each day (or week)?

5. Is there a period specified in the daily schedule? Yes

6. Please circle the statement which most accurately describes your present

involvement with Spanish Reading, for each of the following sets of statements:

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

1.1 I am in the process of trying to learn how to teach Spanish Reading with

most of my personal efforts being directed toward logistics, time, manage-

ment, resource organization, etc.

1.2 My Spanish Reading program is going along satisfactorily with few, if any,

problems. No changes, or only minor changes, in my use of Spanish Read-

ing have been initiated or are currently under consideration.

I AM PRESENTLY OR-HAVE BEEN WITHIN THE PAST THREE MONTHS

1.3 experimenting with some new ways of doing things to see if I can't get

greater student involvement and achievement.'

1.4 meeting with other teachers on a regular basis for the purpose of increas-

ing the Spanish reading achievement of our students. We have already made

some changes which we feel will achieve this end.

1.5 experimenting with some additional, or very different, ways of teaching

Spanish reading to my Spanish-speaking students that I believe will be

more effective with these children. 2 9 "1I
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Page Two

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

2.1 I don't remember doing any formal or informal planning in the past three
months that is related to my program of Spanish reading.

I HAVE BEEN WITHIN THE PAST THREE MONTHS OR AM CURRENTLY IN THE PROCESS OF

2.2 meeting with other teachers on a regular basis for the purpose of planning

specific ways to increase student achievement in Spanish reading.

2.3 planning some changes in my own Spanish reading program that I believe
will significantly improve the reading achievement of my students.

2.4 planning specific activities and/or changes in my Spanish reading program
that relate primarily to my present use of the resources and personnel we
have available.

2.5 planning specific changes in my Spanish reading program that relate
primarily to managerial, organizational, or logistics kinds of problems.

2.6 planning for increasing student achievement through greatly modifying

or replacing our present program of Spanish reading.

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

3.1 I don't remember doing any formal or informal assessment of my Spanish

reading program within the past three months.

AT SOME POINT WITHIN THE PAST THREE MONTHS

3.2 I have assessed my collaborative efforts with others and the impact of my

collaboration on Spanish reading achievement.

3.3 I have been assessing the advantages and disadvantages of particular
means for greatly modifying or replacing my present program of Spanish

reading instruction for the purpose of improving student achievement.

3.4 I have done some evaluating (either formally or informally) of Spanish

reading programs and find that no change, or only minor changes, are
needed in my program for the immediate future.

3.5 I have appraised the strengths and/or weaknesses of my Spanish reading

program in terms of time and management problems and how well the

students like it.

3.6 I have assessed my Spanish reading program and,.based on that assessment,

I have made several minor changes, or a major change, for the purpose of

improving student achievement.

228
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Page-Three

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

4.1 I don't remember sharing information about my reading program with anyone
during the past three months.

WHEN I HAVE SHARED INFORMATION WITH SOMEONE ABOUT MY SPANISH READING PROGRAM
DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS

4.2 we have generally talked about ways of reducing time and management
problems.

4.3 we have generally discussed ways I have changed my program to improve
student achievement.

4.4 we have generally discussed ways I collaborate with others to improve
student achievement. 1

4.5 I have usually described my present program and talked about how well
satisfied I am with it.

4.6 we have generally talked about alternatives for improving student
achievement, that could replace or greatly modify my present program
(that would improve the reading achievement of my students).

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

5.1 I feel my present program of Spanish reading instruction has been moving
along satisfactorily over the past few months and, therefore, am not
looking for any new information at this time.

I HAVE BEEN (WITHIN THE PAST THREE MONTHS); OR CURRENTLY AM IN THE PROCESS OF

5.2 seeking information on ways of changing my reading program to increase the
Spanish reading achievement of my students.

5.3 looking for information and materials, for the purpose of increasing
student achievement in Spanish reading, which can replace or greatly
modify our present program of Spanish reading instruction.

5.4 seeking information and opinions about how to collaborate with others in
order to increase the Spanish reading achievement of our students.

5.5 looking for information about ways of reducing the amount of time and
work required to teach my present program of Spanish reading instruction.

229
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Page Four

PLEASE READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY AND CIRCLE ONE:

6.1 I know of other means that could be used to replace or greatly modify
those that we are currently using, which would improve the Spanish reading
achievement of my students.

6.2 My knowledge of teaching reading in Spanish includes an understanding of

the requirements for both short and long term activities, and I am able

to conduct those activities within a minimum of stress.

6.3 I know how to collaborate with others in order to increase the Spanish

reading achievement of our students.

6.4 I know both the cognitive and affective consequences of teaching reading

in Spanish to my students and ways of changing my program in order to
increase student achievement.

6.5 I know the day-to-day requirements of teaching reading in Spanish and the

short-term effects those activities have on my children.

STOP, DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTIONS ON PARTS A AND B.

PART A - NOT TEACHING SPANISH. READING

1. Are you presently (or have been in the past three months) looking for any

information about Spanish reading? Yes No

If Yes, what kinds of information have you been seeking and for what purposes?

2. Have you made a decision to use Spanish reading in the future?

Yes No

If Yes, when will you begin use?

3. Have you taught Spanish reading in the.past?

Yes If Yes, go to Part C No

230
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Page Five

PART B - NOT TEACHING SPANISH READING BUT TAUGHT IT IN THE PAST

1. When did you teach Spanish Reading?

2. Why did you stop?

3. When you assess Spanish reading at this point in time, what do you see as the

strengths and weaknesses of Spanish reading, as used in that situation?

.- .. ---._

231
Based on concepts from the Levels of Use chart and
Concerns-Based -Adoption Model (CRAM) developed at
The University of Texas Research and Development
Center for Teacher Education. ----
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